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siolog4 of menstruation. We are learningr many
____________________________________ important, and new facts concerning, it. To Dr.

WiliasýofLmoreEc. than oan thr
- ddress by E. -. Trenholme, M.D., B.C.L., Pro- m o more nntbelongs the honour of having recognized the proceas

fessor of Mliclwtifer-y and Diseases of Women and Z
fesor f 3idi~ifry ndDisas~ oflYoen ndof nidation and denidation during each menstrual

Children, Bislop's College, .ifontreal; Attending p
Physician to the Woman's -Hospital, of Montreal; 11Physcia to he omans Hspitl, f 3fntral;believe that the decidua of parturition and the ute-
Fellow of the Obstetrical Society of Lond',n, rine mucous membrane were one and the same tbig,
Eng., &c., &c. much less to accept the statement that the cavity of

Delivered before the Canada Medical Association, Toronto, that organ was deauded to its muscular tissue.
August 14th, 1876. But this is ail changed now, not only are these views

MR. PRESIDENT AND GEN TLEMEN,- Having gcaerally held, but we are constrained to believe
been thrice honored with the Chairmanship of the that the nucous membrane is renoved and restorcd
Obstetrical section, I wish to acknowledge my sin- again during each month cycle. The reserches of Dr.
cere appreciation of your indulgent favor, and to Williams, referred to, estnblish tliis fact, which lias a
express my earnest desire to aid, to the utmost of most important bcaring upen the treatment cf ute-
my humble ability, the noble work of this Associa- rine disease. In faet, it is the basis of ail scientifie
tion. treatment.

I must ask your indulgence wbile I briefly pre- Heretofore we have gropcd along ve
sent an imperfect'outline of some of the more im- the dark, and, whilc our patients foitunately often
portant advances in gyecology during the past few gût wel], much that was donc w
years. and at baphazard. A well-known 'ynecco

The subject is of much importance, far too large remarked 'lthat bis patients sometimes got wel1.
for one review, or the few moments at our disposal There is, ut best, but little ground for boasting cf
on the present occasion. what we have donc. Nature does the work, and we,

Ail observers must bave noticed the continucd st our best estate, arc but ber assistants.
researches that have been pursued by many able Of the various forms of uterine disease, perbaps
men duria.g the lnst four years, withW regard to the thl lmost common, as well as most intractable, are
mucous Membrane cf the uterus. b short time such as are connected, with chronie congestion, sub-
ago thse interior cf thatt organ and the diseuses involution and yperpasia of that organ. 0f sub-
conaected 'with it, were but little known. It is true involution I will not spea , exoept te say that it is
we bave net, by ainy means, rcacbed the end cf sucl undoubtedly often the cause of uterine flexions and
investigations, nor definitely settled some important displacements, wit their frequent train cf ill-ey t
points connected therowith, but enough bas been and misery.
accomplihed to lace ggnoecology upon a more If uterine disorders were confined te tbe married
secure and successful basis thun bitherto it would nt b so bad-anlthough sad enoure-but

No doubt our improvcd neuns cf diagnosis, sno whein we find it so very general amonea the Young
as SimWs speculum, the uterine sound and probe, the and unmarried of our day, the subject becoaes
empîcyment cf sea-tangle and sponge tents, bave invsted with utmost importance.
paved the way'for further advances, and placed the The knowledge we possess enables us te prevent
profession in possession cf resources that are as yet, much that exists.
perhaps, but imperfcctly nppreciated. The value cf Tbe obief- factors in causing, uterine congestion
the finger, per urethrum, ns welH as per rectum, and and hyperplasi are improper and prolonged exercise

the darkutio and whil ouro paiet fotuatlyofe

e nfper vcginu o, shortly before and during menstruation.
aford us invaluable means for recognizing and treat- It may net, perbaps, be geing to muc out of
ing uterine derangements. Simons' method is the way te designate what i believe te be some cf
1second enly te INoeggerath's. Thbe rapid dilatation the most bâjetionable exercises that cause these
cf the urethra, and the exploration cf the uterus it congestions and displiacements of the womb . o
thereby affords, is cf the greatest value in nany refer te promenade concerts and dancing peries,
cases. As Dr. G. Thomas lately remnrke, it will just before and during menstruation; tbe latter is
undoubtedly have a great future." the mst objectionable, as, te the fatigue cf tbe bod

Muei attention has been bestowed upon ibe mpy- wicb is apt t, be excessive, there is superadded the
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force of sexual excitement. Knowing as we now do
the wonderful changes that occur at such times, it is
a matter of surprise that uterine disorders are not
more common than they are. We have physiological
as well as moral grounds for discountenancing late
hours, fashionabie dressing, sentimental reading,
indolent and luxurious habits which are making
sad inroads upon the vigor and beauty of our
young ladies. Our present knowledge is invaluable
in preventing uterine disease, and absolutely impera-
tive for its successful treatment. With regard to
menstrual derangements there are two forms com-
monly met with, viz., menorrhagia or excessive flow,
and also a diminution of the flow. The former is more
frequent than the latter. The period suited for the
application of internal remedies in one class would
be eminently unsuitable for the other class. -When
the flow is simply excessive and not due to any
other disease, it indicates a to rapid or pathological
maturation of the decidua, and hence our treatment
should be applied during the first half of the men-
strual interval. Our object is to promote a more
robast and natural condition of the mucous mem-
brane.

Whercas in these cases of deficient menstruation
the local treatment is most appropriate during the
latter part of the interval, whereby the membrane is
excited to a more rapid growth and speedy matura-
tion. The danger of strong applications immediately
before or after menstruation is readily perceived.
There remains much that might be advanced upon
the details of this subject, but time forbids and I
pass on to make a few remarks upon the treatment
of uterine fibroids. Excision of the uterus is now
ranked among recognized surgical operations. The
accumulated experience gathered from reports of the
operation give us-not unreasonable grounds to ex-
pect that a much greater success awaits us than it
has been the surgeon's good fortune heretofore to
enjoy. That we may be able to save one half of
such cases, is, I think a tenable hope. There is
another mode of dealing with these growth, other- i
wise than excising them, by removing the ovaries.
l those cases where the tumor is sub-mucous or, if
interstitial, more sub-mucous than sub-peritoneal we
have much reason to expect a favorable issue by
means of the hypodermie injection of ergotine.
Enucleation may also frequently be resorted to with
uccess. The latter method is more rapid and suit-

ab e in cases of excessive and uncontrollable hemor-
rhage, but is not so safe as the former whereby the
tumour is rendered sub-mucous and eventually poly-
poid, when its removal is comparatively easy. a

When, however, the growth is sub-peritoneal or, if
interstitial, more sub-peritoneal than sub-mucous we
have to deal with a case whei-e enucleation is impos-
sible and the use of ergot hopeless for relief. It is
proposed in such a case to excise both ovaries rather'
than extirpate the uterus. The risk of life is much
less, and the success that has followed the proposed
method has been such as to cormend it to the favor
of the profession. In a case reported both ovaries
were removed for sub-peritoneal and interstital re-
fibroids after the failure of all treatment to afford
lief. For some three months after the operation ap-
parent menstruation continued, but, as the flow was
hemorrhagic, astringents were used and the flow effec-
tually arrested without any untoward results. Had
the discharge been menstrual it could not have been
arrested permanently with impunity. iFrom observ-
ing this case wc have good reasons to hold to the
old view that menstruation depends upon the pre-
sence of the ovaries. When their physiological life
is ended, or they are removed, menstruation must
cease, i.e., nidation and denidation are the results of
ovarian activity. Such are the views advanced in
the report of this case, and I doubt not they will* be
certified to as correct by future observers. The sub-
ject is an interesting one, and is commended to the
consideration of the members of this association.

There is another subject lately brought before the
profession by Dr. Lenneker, with regard to the treat-
ment of antiflexions of the uterus by means of re-
moving a part of the mucous membrane from the
posterior wall of'the canal and allowing the eut sur-
faîces to heal with uterine stem in situ to correct the
flexion. The operation is said to be successful and
ably advocated by its author. It is, however, not free
froin serious risks or easy of proper performance,
and will hesitatingly be accepted if it wins a place
among recognized operations at all.

Before closing these imperfect remarks I wish to
refer to Bozeman's new method of treating vesico
vaginal fistulS. The most frequent cause of failure
s due to the dense and unyielding cicatricial tissue
)f the fistula. You all know how the wound will
gape and the stitches eut into the tissue in these
cases. The remedy proposed, by the author referred
o, is to remove the cicatricial tissue by pressure
nd snall incisions. By these means he secures the
absorption of the dense tissue. The pressure is
ecured by means of gum-elastic balls of 1. 2 to 2.35
n diameter, also of cylinders of the same material
2.35. to 3.6. The balls and cylinders are perforated
nd provided with a string which serves for their
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removal. After wearing the small balls three or four
days, much softening is effected, and any cicatricial
bands felt are incised and a larger globe inserted.
This process is continued from three to five weeks,
until the vagina is well dilated, the cicatrices remov-
ed and the edges of the fistula well in view.

Conscious of the imperfect character of these re-
marks I kindly thank you for patient attention.
Very much more might have been brouglit before
you upon a topic so large and important; and I trust
much will be added by the able visitors and miembers
of the society. One has to be content to merely
enter upon the threshold of an edifice at once so
practical and attractive.

REM1ARKS ON THE PATHOLOGY OF BURNS AND
THEIR RATIONAL TREATIMENT.

By BEDFORD BROWN, M.D., Alexandria, Va.
After ail that has been said and written relative to

the treatment of this class of injuries, both by the
educated «and uneducated, the medical history of
burns stili remains far froin being satisfactory, and as
yet we have not made that progress in their ameliora-
tion and cure wbich could be desired.

Probably wc are too much disposed to view these
most serious ferms of injury in an isolated light, as
local in character, merely, rather than as affections
holding most intimate and important relations with
the general system.

The first impression made upon the general system
by the local action of intense heat is that of nervous
shoek. This condition is too clearly understood to
require allusion here. But there are certain coinci-
dental morbid phenomena associated with shock,
which are of more importance and less comprebended.

l those cases of excessive nervous shock caused by
extensive burns, thrombosis of the heart and large
veins entering the riglit side of that c:gan not unfre-
quently occurs. There are peculiar reasons why
thrombosis should b a more common result of shock
from burns than froi almost any class of injury, this
phenomenon being due to a combination of causes,
one in the form of excessive nervous depression, the
other from disorganized blood from the local action
of heat which has been conveyed from the burned tis-
sues to the centre of circulation. Thus, a few dis-
organized blood-corpuscles or a small portions of
coagulated fibrin, or albumen, when carried into the
general circulation, at once become nuclei forthe for-
mation of thrombosis of the heart and great vessels.

Uence the necessity of accurate diagnosis between
simple nervous shock and thrombosis in point of
treatment. In simple, shock the pulse, though ex-
ceedingly feeble, is not usually much accelerated, and
is generally regular in rhythm.. The cardiac sounds
are very feeble, but distinct. . The temperature is

greatly reduced; the complexion pallid ; the respira-
tion is but little increased in frequency, and there is
an .absence of prScordial distress, though nausea may
be present.

On the contrary in shock with thrombosis, the
breathing is painfully labored, and frequent. The
action of the heart is tumultuous, irregular, feeble,
and very frequent. The complexion is livid,
while the skin is cold and bathed iin perspiration ;
præcordial distress is painful, and the cardiac:
sounds almost obliterated.

There cannot be a rational doubt tbat death foi-
lowing extensive burns directly is often the imme-
diate result of cardiac thronibosis.

Secondary stages of burns.-Following the reac-
tion after the first shock to the nervous system bas
passed off, probably capillary embolism and its legi-
timate consequences constitute one of the chief causes
of mortality. Ilere, as in thrombosis, those proper
ties or rather constituents of the blood whose vital-
ity bas been destroyed in the burned tissues, not
only become a septic source, but, after passing
through the large veins and heart, find lodgment
either in the pulmonic or portal circulation, produc-
ing blood-stasis, hyperSmia, inflammation, and sup-
puration. Hence we generally sec these peculiar
phenomnena in one or the other of these two circula-
tory systems. It is sometimes witnessed in the cere-
brai circulation, when symptoms of congestion, with
active delirium, and, finally, coma, are prominent.

Thus we may have in the pulmonie, as a result of
capillary embolism, chi], followed by either pleuritis
pneumonitis, or abscess, with inflanmatory fever ;
in the portal system, peritonitis, ulceration of the
intestines, with either diarrhoa or dysentery, and
abscess of the liver. In many of these cases ail the
characteristics of truc pyemia are developed. These
microscopie emboli appear not unfrequently to mani-
fest a tendency to find lodgment in the mucous sur-
face of the small intestine,-for instance, the duode-
num, - and then induce ulceration. • This is
probably due to an effort of nature to eliminate them
from the circulation. As evidence of the fact that
mnere extent of burned surface is not always the
cause of death, numerous instances of very extensive
burns have come under the observation of the writer,
which were progressing favorably in the healing
process, when suddenly symptoms of capillary em-
bolism, congestion, and inflammation of some inter-
nal organ, or ulceration with dysentery, appeared and
speedily terminated the case.

On the local changes in the tissuesfrom burns.-
No other variety of injury either from mechanical or
cheiical cause is attended with such protracted and
unceasing pain as that fromi burns. This peculiar
element of thîs class of injury is probably a serious
obstacle to the progress of restoration. Al painful
wounds heal less readily than when painless. We
often see far greater destruction of tissue from other
causes followed by but little pain, and which are much'
more rapidly healed. This peculiarity of burns is
doubtless duc both to the exposure and injury of the
vital organism of the myriads of terminal branches of
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sensitive nerves supplied to the skin. Thus, the
innumerable termini of these nerves which are des-
troyed, and constantly exposed, become equally
as innumerable centres of exquisite sensibility
and pain. That constant tendency to contract
in burned tissue, whether vascular or fibrous,
produces unceasing pressure around these inflamed
nervous ternuni, and causes incessant pain, until
finally, by this compressing process, their organiza-
tion is destroyed, as is indicated by the great want
of seisibility in the cicatrix.

While it is true that the destruction of vascular
and fibrous structures by the aetio.n of intense heat
is a leading difficulty in the way of healing these
wounds, that irritation constantly present caused by
the myriads of infiamed and sensitive nervous branch-
es is equally a cause of protracting their progress.
Then, in the healing process of burns, painfulness
and contractility are among the distinguishing
features.

This is true even of the granulations which form
the new tissue. They are firm, more cartilaginous,
more sensitive and painful, and their structure more
contractile than any other. Here again, may not
this in part be due to those minute bulbs of the in-
flamed nervous branches keeping up an unceasing
irritation ?

This peculiar contractility of burned tissue not
only tends to obliterate the nervous branches enter-
ing it by compression, but also tends to diminish the
calibre of capillary vessels to such an extent as to
comparatively unfit them as the carriers of blood-cor-
pusles. Hence this newly formed cicatrical struc-
ture is reduced some what to the standard of cartilage
and is no longer subject to those active vital opera-
t ions of disintegration, waste, and renewal that other
more vital tissues are. Therefore, whatever form
they assume is permanent. In this manner the ner-
vous supply is curtailed, causing a diminished sen-
sibility and circulation in the cicatrix.

On the generdl treatnent of burns.-In the treat-
ment of simple primary shock, while all concede the
necessity for anodynes, the frec use of diffusible sti-
niuli and the sulphate of quinine are of great impor-
tance. The process of nervous shock in these.cases
has some analogy to chill, as when reaction returns
it is disposed to assume the form of fever. The
quinine in such cases not only aids in restoring reac-
tion, but it also moderates it, and prevents a high
degree of febrile excitement.

In shock with cardiac thrombosis, opiates are
dangerous. Quinine in large dos3s is too depressing,
but in small quantities is useful. Ammonia in the
form of the liquor, with iodide of potassium, and al-
coholie stimulants, constitute the most important
remedies. The following combination is a valuable
one under tbese distressing circumstances:

») Liq. ammon. fort., f 3 ij;
Potas. iodid., 3 iss;
Glycerin, f p;
Elix. calisay , f v.-M.

Of this a tablespoonful may be given every hour,

diluted. The ammonia might also be used hypoder-
mically with advantage.

Those cases of hectic fever arising during the pro-
gress of very extensive burns with copious suppura-
tion, are best treated with a combination of tinct. of
the chloride of iron, chlorate of potassium, and
qÙinine. For insta-ice, in a case of burn where the
entire cutis from the toes to the hip was destroyed,
the entire surface of the limb became a mass of sup-
purating granulations, the amount of pus. excreted
daily being enormous. Hectic fever with great ex-
haustion followed. This method of treatment was
adopted, and in a month the hectic symptoms had
disappearèd, the suppuration subsided, and the ex-
tensive injury rapidly healed. In those cases of
internal inflammation, suppuration, or uleeration
arising from capillary embolism either with or with-
out symptoms of pymmia, those remedies are equally
valuable, but they should be associated with antisep-
tics of a decided character; carbolic acid in the fori
of sulpho-carbolate of sodium is probably one of the
best adapted of all this class for internal use, The
external use of the acid owes its chief value to its
antiseptic action over the systema wheu absorbed.
The question of sepsis in burns is a much more im-
portant one than is generally supposed. Why should
it be otherwise ? The large amount of tissue and
blood injured, and often disorganized in these cases,
affords an abundant source for the development of
septic material, whicb, when absorbed into the gener-
al system, is the truc cause of many of the local and
general morbid phenomena heretofore attributed
mercly to sympathetic influences. Hence the infinite
importance of both internal and external antisep-
tics, in all cases of serious burns. In many of those
cases of sudden fatal termination froi enparatively
slight burns, blood-sepsis or septicomia is the real
cause of death. Therefore, in all serious cases of
burns, the free use of antiseptics, both internally and
externally, to meet this condition, becomes an impor-
tant element of treatment. Typhoidism in the type
of febrile reaction in burns as in wounds always in-
dicates septicomia.

Local treatment.-Of all local applications in the
experience of the writer, iodoform, prepared with
extract of conium, and spermaceti ointment, with a
small portion of carbolie acid, appears to mcet the
several indications best.

This agent acts as a certain and most effective
sedative on the painful and irritable exposed surface,)
and at the same time as an antiseptic. It
reduces irritation, inflammation, and suppuration,
when in excess, in a remarkable manner. It con-
verts a most painful and irritable wound into one
comparatively painless with promptness.

. This remedy is also an excellent promotive of
healthy action and of the healing process. I have
experimented with iodoform ointment in these cases
repeatedly, and always with the same pleasant result.
The use of this preparation has another advantage:
it renders the constant use of anodynes unnecessary.
The following formula bas been found the best:
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J Iodoformi, 3 ij;
Unguent. cetacei, i;
Ext. conii, 3 iss;
Acid. carbol.,. x gtt.-M.

This ointment is spread twice daily on soft linen,
and applied over the inflamed surface, and then
enveloped in oiled silk. No other dressing is neces-
sary. The only objection to the use of this remedy
is its peculiar odôr. In those cases of burns attend-
ed with great dryness of surface from destruction of
vitality and want of exhalation, the wound before
being covered with the iodoform ointment, should be
coated over with the common linimentum calcis.
This affords a soft and moist dressing, which in no
wise interferes with the action of the iodoform.-
Philadelphia Medical Times.

TEJE USE OF ARSENIC IN THE TREATMENT OF
DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

Dr. L. Duncan Bulkley, Physician to the Skin
Department of Demilt Dispensary, New York,
presents (Nei York Medical Journal, Aug., 1876)
the following summary in regard to the rules to be
observed in the use of arsenic therapeutically:-

1. Arsenic, when administered in medicinal doses,
bas quite another action from that manifested by
poisonous doses ; the average dose of the former is
one twenty-fourth of ,a grain of arsenious acid,
while the smallest toxic dose is stated at two grains.

2. Arsenic in medicinal doses does not produce
any aiow poisoning, but has been administered for
months or years in quantities a small portion of
whose aggregate amoiunt would destroy life at
once. Iebra has administered a total of more than
half an ounce to a single patient. The accounts of
thetoxiphagi of Styria are true, and arsenic is eaten
by some for many years without apparent ill effect.

3. Arsenic givea by a careful practitioner, in
doses to be effective, need never produce any symp-
toms which should cause regret.

4. Arsenic is eliminated very rapidly, cbiefly by
the bowels and kidneys, so that the urine shows
evidences of it in a few hours ; no trace of it can be
found on careful analysis of the body after death,
two weeks after the last dose of arsenic.
, 5. Arsenic, therefore, does not accumulate in the
system, and no fear of this need be entertained; but
when it is administered in increasing doses absorp-
tion may be hindered, and, when the doses become
very large, active absorption of the large dose may
give rise to a suspicion of cumulative action.

6. The first symptom of a full dose of arsenic, in
a very large share of cases, is a. fulness about the
face and eyes, and conjunctival irritation and tender-
ness. This need not be exceeded, but may often be
kept up with advantage to a slight degree till the
diseuse yields. Before any barm is done by the
arsenic. either this or a slight nausea or diarrhea
manifests itself.

7. Arsenic should always be given with or just
after meals; it is often best to give it alone, or with
a small amount of bitter infusion.

8. Thé bowels should be first well purged, and

an occasional laxative will both assist the action of
the drug and prevent or modify -some of its un-
pleasant effects.

9. If the urine becomes loaded and the tongue
coated, it is best to stop the medicine for a short
time and give diureties ; some of these disturbances
can be prevented by combining an alkali, as acetate
of potassa, carbonate of soda or aromatic spirits of
ammonia with the arsenic.

10. The most serviceable forms in which to use
arsenic, named in the order of their value, are:
solution of the obloride of arsenic, solution -of the
arseniate of potassa, that of the arseniate of soda,
and the 'arseniate of ammonia, arsenious acid,
iodide of arsenic, and the arseniaes of iron and
quinia; of as yet untried efficacy, solution of the
chloro-phosphideof arsenic and arseniate of anuimony.

11. The dose of arsenic, small at first, is to be
increasedt slowiy until some of its physiological
effects are manifested or the disease yields; it may
then be somewhat diminished.

12. It is very important that arsenic be taken very
regularly and persistently, and always under the
supervision and frequent inspection of the physician.

13. Arsenic is valuable in chronic rheumatism,
hence is useful in arthritic eruptions; it is service-
able in certain neuroses, as chorea and- neuralgia,
therefore in skin diseases withi neurotic elements ;
and it possesses anti-malarial properties, and is
consequently serviceable in diseases of the skin
sho wing periodic symptoms, as intermittent urticaria,
etti., likewise in patients with other skin diseases
who have been exposed to miasmatic influences.

14. Arsenic is certainly valuable in psoriasis,
eczema, pemphigus, acne, and lichen, in proper cases
and when due regard is paid to the secretory organs,
and to diet and other elements of general health ; of
less certain value in lupus, ichthyosis, sycosis, ver-
ruca and epitheliomatous and cancerous diseases;
it is absolute.y useless or harmful in the syphiloder-
mata, the animal and vegetable parasitic diseases
(except in rare cases), in elephantiasis GrScorum
and Arabum, in purpura, truc prurigo, herpes zoster'
seleroderma, molluscun contagiosum and fibrosum,
keloid, vitiligo, nievus, etc.

15. The only local application of arsenic which
is justifiable is either one where the strength is so
weak, and the extent of its use so small, that there
is no danger from absorption, which may occur wheu
not expected, or, one of such a strength as to kill
the adjoining tissue at once, and so prevent abeirp-
tion, as is the case with MNarsden's mucilage.

ON A POWDER FOR TUE PREVENTION OF CICA-
TRICES FRO3I VARIOLOUS PUSTULES.

La Salute in this paper (Paris Médical, June 1,
1876, from La France Mfedicale) says he has proved
in many cases the good effects of a powder composed
of four parts flowers of sulphur and one part of red
precipitate. He has been able by the aid of this
topical application to prevent the formation of
evident cicatrices on the face of a variolous patient.
He was led to the application of this mixture in
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cases of confluent siall-pox, by the success which
le had obtained with it in many forms of disease of
the skin, particularly eczema and acne. This
powder should be placed on a slight layer of gly-
cerine previously spread on the pustules which have
come to the point of suppuration. The glycerine
insures the adhesion of the powder, which dries
it up, foris a crust, and falls off, leaving the skin
free from cicatrices.-Lonclon Mfedical Record,
July 14, 1876.

TO PRESERVE ICE IN THE SICK ROOM.

A simple method to keep ice for use in the sick
room is mentioned in the Lancet by Mr. S. Gangee.
This is to cut a piece of filannel about nine inches
square, and secure it by ligature round the mnouth of
au urdiuary tumbler, so as to leave a cup-shaped de-
pression of flannel within the tumbler to about half
its depth. In the flannel cup so constructed pieces
of ice may be preserved many hours-all the longer
if a piece of flannel froi four to five inches square
be used as a loose cover to the ice cup. Ch:ap
flannel, with coniparatively open meshes, is prefer-
able, as the water easily drains through it, and the
ice is thus kept quite dry. When good flannel with
ilose texture is employed a small bole must be made
en the bottom of the flannel cup, otherwise it bolds
the water, and facilitates the melting.

F.ASHION AND ITS PENALTIES.
By Washing ton L. Atlee, M.D.*

Gynocology (the disease peculiar to women), as
a branch of study, was scarcely known half a cen-
tury ago. The vast discoveries made in uterine
pathology, and the advance in the treatment of the
diseases of females, even in the life-time of many of
us, are beyond estimate. A large majority of the
muembers of the Society can well appreciate the ex-
tent of this progress. Old physie, if he has kept
pace with the course of events, will acknowledge
that in the early part of his professional career le
knew little or nothing, comparatively of the proper
treatment of s ich diseases. He can look back and
call to mind scores of patients who went down inîto
the grave without relief, and wbo could have been
saved had ho possessed that knovledge which the
profession now claims. The proportion of female
diseases, however, was no doubt nuch less in the
earlier part of this century than it is now, because
the habits of the people were much more simple and
healthful than in the present day. Ladies then
occupied the good old-style one and two story bouses
-well-ventilatLed by wood-fires on open hearths; wore
six- yards of material for a dress; supported by
suspenders upon their shoulders; did not constrict
their bodies belov the waist to the smallest possible
wasp-like demensious, but allowed their lungs to cx-
pand in the normal direction: wore low-heeled shoes
to, enable thei to walk erect and throw the centre of
gravity on to the spinal coluin, whiere it properly te-
longs,; valked and lived much in the open air:
rode on horseback instead of going in carriages,
which are a modern luxury; retired early to bed

and'arose therefore early: did not revel most of the
nigit in over-heated, crowded, and badly-ventilated
rooms, nor slumber away the whole of the next
morning in their close chanibers, while the balmy
fresi air outside was inviting them to its embrace.
Age may have blunted my sensibilities and clouded
my judgment, but I remenber that in the ardor of
my youth, 1 admired the girl of that day as ei-
inently healthful, rosy, buxonm, and beaiutiful ; and
no doubt Thompson had the sanie lovely object in
view when lie wrote:-

4"A native grace
Sat fair proportion d on ber polisbed limbs,
Veil'd in a simple robe, their best attire,
Beyond the ponmp of dress : for loveliness
Needs not the foreign aid of ornament,
But is, when unadora' d adorn'd the most."

But as time bas advanced custonis have become
different, and in proportion as they have departed
froni simplicity have the infirmities of women in-
creased. Our dwellings bave risen to three, four, and
even five stories, and in like proportion bave dress
patterns augmented. The aniount of dry goods re-
quired to furnish one dress now would have sufliced
to clothe four or five of our good mothers when they
were young women. iow cnu we explain this
singular phenomenon ? Have the dimensions of
our lovely sisters quadrupled, or has that remorse-
less goddess Fashion imposed upon the tender frame
immense weight ! Look at the interesting, delicate
girl, pallid and wan, struggling wearily under a
weight of clothing which the strongest of our sex
would not tolerate; all suspended, not upon her
shoulders, but upon her necessarily constricted waist
See this beautiful pea-fowl as she drags her long
trail through the tobacco-juice, the slusi and mud
of our dirty pavements, scraping up sticks, straws,
old paper, cigar-stumps and filthy quids of tobacco.
and dropping themi at every crossing-and thus
block after block repeating the sanie disgusting and
injurious performance ! After such a scavenger-like
promenade she finally reaches home, dragged out
with the heavy burden she bas carried, lier costly
silk or satin skirts ail smeared with the most of-
feusive filth, her stoekings soiled, and ber limbs wet
and cold i You will notice, also, gentlemen,-Isay
gentlemen, for I ama addressing you, and it is pre-
sumed that ladies do not bear ne--that your patient
lias nuch material in ber more Bounces and lier en-
ornious pack-saddles (I will not mention the techni-
cal name) as would make an old-style dress, and
which is so much additional useless and injurious
weight. But this is not all, Lot us look at the
leather and prunella. Follow in the footsteps of
this fair one, and examine the imprint of ber shoes,
the heel-miark scarcely larger than the tiumub-nail,
then a skip, and then again the impression of a very
narrow sole. Measure lier tiny track. Behold ! it
is only five or six inches long ? What a celestial foot
for so stately a maiden ! Our antipodes in the
Celestial Kingdom-the heathen Chinese-could
scarcely do better. Now look at this artistie shoe
you will notice several peculiarities- a beel aboue
two inches high, shaved down almost to a point and
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planted forward almost under the instep, What a
commentary upon the work of the Creator! He
designed the os calcis for the heel, but the worshiper
of Saint Crispinus says that it is properly located
under the scaphoid and the cuboid boues. Nature
bas made the sole of the foot, at least the points of
support, on the sane level, but Mr. Lapstone says
this is a mistake, and hence he tilts it up two inches
higher behind ! What is the effect? A lady's foot
is crowded forward, all her toes are jammed together,
and the great toc, which should be in line with the
inside of the foot, is forced outwards across the other
tocs. Besides she is constantly walking down hill,
and, indeed, in regard to health, is really going
down bill all the time. If we could substitute the
anatomical for thefashionable shoe maker, no such
outrage on the laws of hygiene could oceur.

Let us glance for a moment at the pathology of
these dogmas of fashion. Examine a lady in full
dress thus poised: high heels, and a constricted
waist supporting from ten to thirty pounds of mer-
chandise ! She cannot, if she would, maintain a
perfectly erect position. Look at her figure: ber
heels are tilted up, she is partly on tiptoe : the feet,
hcad, and shoulders are thrown forward, and the
hips nust necessarily take an opposite direction to
maintain the proper equilibrium. Why this is a
caricature, a burlesque on female beauty ! But when
she stands forth as God bas made her-erect in ber
fine proportions; with ber full, finely chiseled bust;
ber ample waist responding naturally to every in-
spiration; animated by the glow of vigorous health;
and clothed so as not to clog any vital function, nor
bide every grace and walks forth as only she can
walk who practically recognizes the physiology of
the foot ; she carries herself with truc majesty; she
is " a thing of beauty and a joy forever," and we bow
down in adoration to the most beautiful object in
creation. Drop the plummet from ber fair forehead,
and the lino is parallel with the axis of ber body,
while in the other case it falls anterior to the body,
resembling the string when tout on its bow, and
forms the hypothenuse of an obtuse triangle. Sure
then Venus de Medici was never chiseled from such
model !

" Old as I am, for ladies' love unfit,
The power of beauty I remember yet."--DarDEN.

But this is not all. Beauty and health are twin
sisters. Examine these two beings under another
aspect. Place your lino on the mastoid process of
the one, and the plummet, as it should do, will
strictly indicate the axis of the spinal column, and
malleolus. This therefore, is the centre of gravity,
and its force does not impinge upon a single vital
organ. Make the same experiment with the other,
The line of gravity will be very different: it leaves
the vertebral axis, and passes through the organs of
the chest, the viscera of the abdomen, and impinges
upon the pelvie organs. Add to this a waist con-
tracted and rigidly fised. Now what must be the
resuit ? The upper wall of the thorax being an
-unyielding coue, and its lower border rendered in-
capable of expansion, the ouly compensation must be

in the direction of the least resistance. We all
know where that is. There are from twenty to forty
inspirations every minute during every day of our
existence, and in such a faulty attitude of the body
the diaphragm is driven down by each inspiration, in
the linc of the centre of gravity, like the piston-rod
of a pump, forcing every organ below it more or less
out of place. All violent and unusual exertions of
the body also act in the saine direction.

Is it any wonder, therefore, that the diseases pecu-
liar to females should have increased to so alarming
an extent ? And is it strange that, with all these
counteracting causes, we should find those ills so
difficult of cure, and, when cured, so apt to return ?
It is fortunate for women amidst the follies of dress
and the foibles of fashionable society, that pathology
and treatment have made so much progress in uterine
troubles. Were we not in advance of the know-
ledge of old physic, and did we possess no better
means of combating the destructive influences of
the tines, our households would become female
hospitals, and the treatment of such discases would
be an opprobrium to medicine. But to do the best
we can, this " patched-up " existence is but a poor
substitute for that bouyancy of health and spirits
which is the natural birthright of the majority of
women.

I have often said to my lady patients privately,
and, gentlemen, I say it to you publicly, that if the
ladies of this country, instead of being travestied
by milliners and mantua-makers, and enslaved by
every change in the tide of fashion, would, before
adopting them, submit their costumes to a committee
of meaical men, or botter, of medical wonen, they
would be infinitely more comfortable, would enjoy
better health, more satisfacto.ily fulfill the duties of
maternity, and of marital life, and meet the re-
quirements of every domestic and social position.
We certainly would recommend clothing carried
with case and comfort; we would suspend all
garments upon the shoulders : we would not constrict
the most important part of the body, making that
portion of the chest, which is naturally the most ex-
pansive, a contracted, immovable point d'appui for
every inspiration to drive down and displace the vital
organs; we would have the shoe to fit the foot, not
forcibly adapt the foot to the shoe : we would order
the heels to be low and broad, and placed where the
Aliighty designed them ; we would discard the furs
froi the neck and shoulders for common use, re-
serving them for extraordinary occasions, and veto the
use of unwieldy masses of false;hair-as these portions
of the body are so near the centre of circulation as
to have their heat well maintained : in short, in
adopting any style of dress we would do no violence to
the laws of physiology and hygiene. This could al-
ways be accomplished in perfect barmony with goo
taste. The heàlth of women, which is so intima
associated with the beauty, welfare and hap p -r e
the whole human race, is too valuable to be sacrificed
to the blind and indiscriminating tyranny of fashion.

In these remarks I mean no offensive criticism on
the manners and custois of the day. I au incap
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able of this. As physicians, we should be the cou-
servators of publie health; and we have no legiti-
mate right to be counted in the profession, if, tbrough
any mercenary or other unworthy motive, we fail to
promote it in every possible way.

Growing out of the debility and ill bealth to
which our female patients are so often the victims,
is the resort to tonics, stimulants, nervines and
opiates, the former to maintain their strength, and
the latter to quiet their nerves. This, I regret to
say, is not sufficiently discountenanced by the pro-
fession, and often degenerates into a habit which en-
tails a life-time of misery and distress. Tonics and
stimulants can rarely, of themselves, add tone or
strength to the animal system, and to regard them
and to employ them with that view, is, to say
the, least, a most bazardous procceding. There
are times when they may be employed to advan-
tage, but I apprehend that the cases requiring
them are comparatively rare. Permanent strength is
the result of molecular nutrition. And truc nu-
trition is the effeot of the assimilation and appropri-
ation of wholesome food supplied to the stomach.
mingled with and elaborated pure air inhaled by the
lungs, and then subjected to the recuperative and de-
purative processes throughout the whole body-
while the great pendulum, required to keep this
machinery in healthful action, is exercise both of
body and mind. The fuanctions of life require both
motion and rest to maintain them in a normal con-
dition. Constant activity will destroy them by wear
and tear, while uninterrupted inertia will sooner or
later paralyze vital force. Bandage the arm in an
immovable splint, and in six or eight weeks endeavor
to exert its muscular power. It is gone. As with
the muscu!ar systemn so with the health of all other
anatomical divisions of the body--exercise, in due
proportion, is essential. If, then, our American'
ladies would depend upon exercise in the open air
conjoined with simple habits, non-luxurious living
and cheerful company, more than upon tonics and
stimulants, they would soon secure that vigorous
state of health that would enable them, by an effort
of the will, to discard that other vice of using ner-
vines and opiates for every trifling irregularity of the
nervous system. It would be cruel to deny to the
suffering some mild sedative, but the constant de-
pendence upon such agents is weakening and dem-
oralizing, and lowers the mind froma that supremie in-
fluence over the body which is its rightful dignitv.
Besides, there is a terrible responsibility associated
with these habits on the part of mothers wbich can
scarcely be estimated. You will understand this
when I announce the words of a prominent London
physician, who says: " the babies of London are
intoxicatedfro the time theyq are boru until thteyl are
weatnec." Hlow far this will apply to the little inno-
cents of America I will not pretend to say; but the
enormity of the practice, if such exist, iay be es-
timatcd by a reference to the decalogue which tells
that the iniquity of the parent shall be visited upon-
the childrea unto the third and fourth gcneration.-
New Yoik Sanitarian.

THE TREATMENT OF SEVERE SPRAMNS. ý

On this topic Mr. S. Gamgee says, in the Lancet,
not only can the patient bear well-applied pressure
fromn the first, however great the swelling and acute
the pain, but it may be laid down as a general pro-
position, to which I have never seen an exception,
that, in severe sprains, effusion is most surely
checked, and once it bas occurred, its absorpti>n is
most rapidly promoted, while pain is most efftectu-
ally relieved, by pressure and immobilization. It is
as true now as when Velpeau tauglit it, that " com-
pression is the sovercign resolvent in côntusions with
infiltration and swelling.

By way of illustration, I may briefly relate the
progress of a case in whieh I was consulted by my
friend and colleague, Mr. John Clay. His patient,
an elderly gentleman, had recently sprained bis
right ankle in going over a ploughed field. As he
had a policy in one of the accidental insurance com-
panies, its medical officer saw the case, and he
advised an incision, to give vent to matter, whiclh he
thought had formed in the centre of the swelling.
In this advice he was sustained by a hospital sur-
geo n, who was, additionally, called in on behalf of
the company. Mr. Clay, dissenting, invited my
attendance. I found the right ankle bot, and
exquisitely painful. It was so much swollen that
its circumference over the licel exceeded that of the
corresponding sound joint by nearly an inch and a
half. The skin on the outer side of the ankle was
especially bot, red, tense, and shining; palpitation
in this situation communicated a feeling of elasticity,
closely simulating, but not amounting to fluctuation.

With Mr. Clay's concurrence and assistance, I
enveloped the limb from the toes to the knee in fie
cotton-wool, applied well-moulded pasteboard splints
on each side, bandaged with. methodically uniformu
compression, and starched the outside. A second
consultation was held in the course of three days,
when I found the patient very much casier. He
had had a good night's rest and had been able to
turn over in bed, and could bear the limb lifted and
put down again without pain, On opening the
apparatus in front I found the swelling lid con-
siderably decrcased ; the previously red skin was
yellowish and shriveled, like the skin of a late russet
apple, not looking, as at my first visit, like the red
shining skin of a prime Blenheim. That shriveled
look is always a good sign. I pared the edges of
the case, and readjusted with firni pressure. Three
days later more shrinking was met by fresh paring,
and still firmier bandaging. At a consultation held
a fortnight after the first, the patient was perfectly
easy. No one thought any more about puncturing
in search of matter. The insurance company com-
promised the affair by paying down a substantial
sumi of money, and I replaced the pasteboard appa-
ratus by strapping the joint with eiplastrum clemi
spread on leather, and a Churton's bandage applied
with smooth firmness.

When I last saw the patient with iMr. Clay, he
was walking about his arden -witli a stick; the
plaster had been very properly removed, and the-
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:swelling had subsided, the only difficulty to locomo-
:tion being stiffness of the joint. I cracked the
adhesions by using the requisite amount of well-
applied force, and we concurred in advising free use
-of the joint. In a note which I received from My
-colleague seven weeks after our first consultation, be
wrote: " Our patient is progressing very satisfactor-
ily ; he comes to business every day, walks about
a go.ed deal, and docs not require surgical supervi-
:Sion."

DOUBLE OVARIOTOMY-TRANSFUSION OF
MIL E-RECOVERY.

Dr. T. G. Thomas, (N. Y., Obstet. Society,) pre-
-sented two solid tunors of the ovary, both renoved
froi the same patient, whose history be related as
follows:

Three weeks ago lie was consultèd by a lady,
thirty-two years of age, the mother of three children,
the youngest of which is seventeen months. The
patient hiad always enjoyed good health until the
birth of her last child, after which she gradually lost
strength, suffered from night sweats, and became
very much emaciated. She consulted Dr. Clark, of
,Oswego, who made an examination and discovered
a solid tumor of the riglit ovary of the size of a
1hen's egg, which he thought malignant in character.
The tumor grew with moderate rapidity until it
reached the size of the larger one exhibited, plus
about one-third lost by shrinkage since its immer-
sion in absolute alcohol, i. e., about the size of an
adult head. The patient in the meanwhile con-
sulted Dr. Chauncery L. Mitchell, of Brooklyn,
where she resided, and Dr. Atlee, of Philadelphia,
the latter of whom said that the turnor was malig-
nant, and that an operation for its removal would be
extremely bazardons. When Dr. Thomas first saw
the patient she was exceedingly feeble and emaciated,
appearing like a person suffering froin diabetes. The
abdomen was tender to the touch and distended by
a tuimor, whieh reached above the umbilicus. The
general and local features of the case reminded him
,of two cases of adenoma of the ovary which had pre-
viously occurred to himîî; he therefore made that
.diagn osis, and dissented froin Dr. Atlee as to the
chance of recovery, telling the friends of the patient
that there was ninety chances out of one hundred
ngainst her, but probably ten in ber favor. Wishing
to make a further examination in the presence of
several gentlemen of thîis city, Dr. Thomas requested
the patient to call at bis office again, but she was so
exhausted by ber first visit that she was unable to
comply with his request. The friends were very
anxious for the removal of the tumor, and the oper-
ation was therefore fixed for Thursday, October 14th,
and perforned at 3 p.n, on that day. On opening
the abdomen, which contained no dropsical fluid, a
large solid tuinor of the right ovary was found, the
pedicle of whieh was first secured by a clamp, whichi
was subsequently removed, however, and its place
supplied by a ligature, the pedicle being then drop-
pcL. The left ovary was found in Douglass' cul-de-

sac, pushing the uterus forward. Previous to the
operation Dr. Thonas had thought this tumor
behind the uterus to be a portion of the large tumor,
and probably adherent, which fact would have ren-
dered the prognosis still less favorable. The left
ovary was removed, the pedicle ligated and dropped.
The duration of the operation was only thirty-six
minutes, which was fortunate, as it is important not
to keep the abdominal cavity open too long, or the
patient for a long while under ether. After the
operation the patient was seized with vomiting,
which continued until the following Saturday, and
obliged nutrition to be perforned entirely by the
rectum. On Saturday she had a severe nietror-
rhagia (after having been amenorrhœic for the last
three mon ths), and became very much prostrated,
pulse, 140, tenperature 101°, no febrile reaction.
On Sunday, Dr. Thomas left for Rhinebeck, where
he had an operation to perfori, leaving Dr. S. B.
Jones in charge of the patient. In the afternoon lie
received a telegram that she was sinking, and appar-
ently near death. During the night, however, she
rallied somewhat, and appeared slightly better when
be saw ber on Monday morning. In the evening,
between 6 and 7 o'clock, however, lie received a
dispatch, saying that she was sinking rapidly. He
hurried to Brooklyn, arriving there at 8 o'clock, and
found the patient bathed in a cold, clammy perspir-
ation, and exceedingly collapsed, the pulse 142-145,
sometimes ontirely lost at the wrist; and in bis
opinion, and that of the attendents, the end approach-
ing. Preparations had already been made to perform
transfusion with milk in case of necessity, for which.
Dr. Thomas had left directions in the morning; an
Alderney cow was driven into the yard and milked
into a pitcher covered with gauze, the pitcher standing
in a pail of warn water. All impurities were thus
prevented from entering the milk, which was kept at
a proper temperature by the warm wat'er in which it
stood. The canula was introduced into the median
basilic vein, and nine ounces of niilk were gradually
injected. D1. Thomas used the transfusion appar-
atus devised by Robert and Colin, of Paris, which
consists of a large funnel, into which the fluid to be
transfused is poured, at the bottoi of which funnel
is an opening connecting with a syringe, to which is
attached the tube leading to the canula in the vein
of the patient; closing this opening in the bottom of
the funnel is a movable ball of aluminium, which,
being lighter than any fluid, but lieavier than air,
when the nouth of the funnel is turned upward, by its
own gravity effectually closes the opening against the
entrance of air with the fluid when the piston of
the syringe is drawn back in filling, or pushed
forward in emptying the syringe. This ingenious
.contrivance was used with great satisfaction in
this case. After the injection of a few ounces
the patient experienced no sensation whatever,
the pulse being feeble and beating 160-167; but
when six ounces had been introduced, she at once
complained that ber head feltlike bursting, a rigor
came on, followed by high temperature, the pulse
beating 152-155. These symptoms continued for
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some little time afte'r the completion of the transfu-
sion of the nine ounces of milk. One hour after-
wards she fell into a sound sleep, which continued
all night, and from which she was not aroused for the
purpose of giving her nourishment, because she had
latterly been unable to retain anything administered
either by the stomach or rectum. The next morn-
ing, Tuesday, she was slightly delirious, but much
stronger, the pulse 116; she said that she felt " as
though sIe were going to get well." From that time
she iniproved steadily, and is now out of bed and out
of danger, and doing well.

Dr. Thomas said that lie would not positively
assert that the transfusion of milk saved the life of
the patient, but his firm conviction is that it did.

The tumors were both of the same structure, with
a dense, fibrous feel, but still not like a uterine
fibroid. The larger shows a deep sulcus in which
runs the Fallopian tube; the smaller is about the
size and shape of a kidney, its surface like that of a
cirrhosed liver in appearance. Specimens of the
larger tumor were sent to four gentlemen for micro-
scopie examiation, two of whom reported it to be
adeno-sarcoma, a mixture of embryological overian
elements and sarcomatous cells, and the other two
simple adenoma.-trinîcan Journal Obstetrics.

The transfusion of milk, as detailed in the above
article, was first suggested and prracticed by the
eminent Dr. Hodder of Toronto, in the collapse of
Asiatic Cholera. In bis full article Dr. Thomas
gives Dr. Hodder full credit in the matter.--Editor
Record.

TREATMENT OF RIIEUMATIC FEVER 3Y SALICYLIC
ACID, UNDER ThE CARE OF DR. BROADBENT, AT
ST. MARYS HOSPITAL.

Few diseases have had brought against thei a
beavier armament of drugs than has acute rheuma-
tism, It has been stormed by alkalies and salines,
att.cked by acids, assulted by perchloride of iron and
byquinine, surprised by propylamine and elaylchlo-
rure,drained by venesection and purgatives, flooded
alternately with bot and cold water, alarmed with
blisters, blasted with hot air, lulled by opium, and
appeased by chloral hydrate. In addition to these,
it bas been constantly harassed by the raids of
lesser focs, such aslemon juice, citric acid, belladonna,
and iodide of potassium. Now another apparently
powerful enemy has appeared. Salicylie acid bas
been shown by Stricker to be able to prevail against
some cases of acute rheumatism, and Dr. Broad-
bent's experience seems to confirm this character.
The beneficial action of the drug in the following
cases was constant and unequivocal. Whether the
reputation of tbis remîedy will prove more durable
than that of its rivals remains to be seen. The
drug is at least worthy of a careful and complete
trial.

For the following notes we are indebted to Mr.
Jackson Gawith and Mr. H. Sworder, house-sur-
geoi s.

CASE 1. E. H., aged thirty-one, domestic servant,
was admitted Feb. 2d, suffering from rheumatie
fever. She was first taken ill on Jan. 28th. On
admission, she had severe pain in the left ankh, the
right knee (which was greatly swollen, tender, and
contained fluid), and the riglit wrist and elbow.
The heart's action was frequent, the sounds normal;
temperature 1030; pulse 128. Salicylie acie was
ordered to be given in doses of seven and a, half
grains every hour for six hours.-6.30 P. M.:
After having taken four powders, the pain in the
joints was not quite so bad; perspiration not in-
creased; heart sounds normal; pulse weak, 120;
temperature 102.2°.-.30: Seemed comfortable;
had slept soundly for three hours. Tongue furred,
but moist; temperature 101.20; pulse 100.

Feb. 3. Perspired freely during the night. Had
not been sick. Pain in legs somewhat increased on
movement; tongue clean ; bowels cpened; tempera-
turc 89-70; pulse 96.

4th. Better ; legs not painful, but stiff on move-
ment; temperature 99.20; pulse 90; heart sounds
normal.

5th. Patient had a very restless night, but the
pain in the joints was muel less, and there was less-
stiffness; temperature 98.80 ; pulse 84.

6th. The salicylie acid was ordered three times a
day. Patient quite free from pain ; joints of nor--
mal size, not tender or stiff. Ileart sounds normal,
appetite improving. Temperature 98.40; pulse-
80.

7th to 14. Convalescence satisfactory, and she
was discharged on the 14th, feeling quite well and
strong.

CASE 2. L. W., aged seventeen, a valet, was taken
ill on Feb: 19th, remaining in bed next day on ac-
count of pain in his legs and swelling in bis right.
knee. On admission on the 23rd the symptons of
acute rheuniatism were well marked. The legs.
were drawn up and very painful. Temperature-
1030; pulse frequent, artery large, full between
beats; a grave soft systolic iurmur heard at apex.
of heart. Fifteen grains of salicylic acid ordered
every hour for six hours. The lirst powder was.
taken at 6 P. M,, the temperature at 5.35 being
102.60; pulse 120.-8.35: Temperature 102.40;
pulse 114.-10.30: Temperature 1000 ; pulse 110.
By this time le was quite free from pain.

Feb. 24th. Patient slept soundly and perspirec
very freely during the night. There was a little.
pain again in the right leg; bowels net open; tongue,
furred. Temperature 1000 ; pulse 108. At about,
4 o'clock in the afternoon the powders were repeated.
for four doses. At 7 o'clock the temperature was.
100.20; pulse 110. At 10 o'clock the temperature.
was 99°; pulse 80.

25th. Patient passed a good night. Did notper-
spire much. Qiite free from pain ; bowels open.
Still a slight murmur heard at apex. On being re-
moved to the convalescent ward, le left the chair on
which be was being wheeled, and ran to bis bed..
Appetite improving. -Temperature 98.40; puise 84.
Convalescence good.
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isE 3. Eý L. aged twenty-five, servant, had had
-two previ-ous attacks of rheutnatic fever. Ten days
ibefo-e admission she took cold. Her throat became
sore and she took to lier bed on February 9th,
andon the 13th she was attacked with severe pains
in te arms and legs, accompanied by extreme
tendlrness.; the knee-joints also became swollen and
,red,while the tongue was thickly furred and dry,
and ,he bowels constipated.

03 admission, on the l5th, all the above symptoins
,wer well marked. Temperature 101.60; pulse 104.
-At 10 P. M., temperature 1020; pulse 96. A
Domer's powder and an alkaline mixture were given,
-and an alum gargle was used for the throat.

yeb. 16th. Patient did not sleep well, but per-
spi-ed freely during the night; both legs and the
lef arm (especially at the wrist) painful, tender and
swllen, throat not so sore. Temperature 100.70;
pdlse 100.-l.45 P. M.: Salicylic acid ordered in
tmenty-grain doses every hour for six hours, and an
al.aline spray to throat.-2.45: Temperature 101.-
6°; pulse 100.-4-40: Temperature 1000 ; pulse
.92.-6.20: Temperature 100°; ýpulse 90.-7.40:
Temperature 100.20; pulse 96.-10.30: Patient
ii very little pain; throat eier since the use of
:spray. Inclined to sleep.

17th. Patient slept well and perspired freely in
the night; pain had left all parts except the wrist,
but the limbs still felt stiff. Temperature 1000;
ulse 96.

18th. Throat quite well; tongue cleaning; patient,
stated that she has no pain whatever ; had a good
.sight's sleep; bowels not open. Temperature 99.4°;
.pulse 88.

19th. Patient slept well; no pain or stiffness ; less
perspiration; appetite improving ; urine normal, sp.
-gr. 1030. Castor oil ordered on account of the con-
fined state of the bowels. Temperature 99.20;
;pulse 84.

22d. Patient has continued free froin pain since
the 19th, but the temperature was not quite normal
until this morning. Temperature 98.4° ; pulse
.80.

23d. Patient not quite so well; complained of a
.severe headache, and also of feeling sick. Bowels
.constipated. Temperature 99.6Q; pulse 100. Ci-
trate of iron and quinine ordered to be given thre
times a .day,

27th. Some improvement till the afternoon of the
26th, when a decided relapse took place, with pain,
swelling, and redness of th wrist. Tongue thickly
.coated and dry. Temiperature 101.40; pulse 98.
Salicylic acid was repeated in twenty-grain doses
-every hour for six hours.

28th. Much botter. Pain in wrist quite gone;
perspired well after powders. Temperature 9 9.8 Q;
pulse 90.

March 1. Patient not quite so well again. Com-
plained of some pain in the left wrist, wbich appeared
somewhat swollen, and was painful to the toucli.
Temperature 99.8° pulse 94. Appetite very poor.
The salicylic acid was repeated in the evening in the
sane doses as before, but only for three hours.

The patient slept well, and next morning she was
quite free from pain. Bowels open ; appetite not so
good. Temperature 98.40 ; pulse 84. Patient con-
tinued to improve, and left hospital quite well on
the 1Oth.

CAsE 4. J. C., aged nineteen, general servant, feIl
ill about a nonth before admission, with sonie pain
in the shoulder and right elbow. When admitted
on Feb. 28th she was suffering from well-marked
symptons of rheumatic fever. The right arm was
painful, and the wrist greatly swollen, red, and very
tender. There was also some tenderness in lower
extremities. The tongue was dry and furred.
Temperature 102.8°; pulse 108; respiration 28.
Aloud friction-sound, intensified by pressure of the
stethoscope, was audible. Six powders of salicylic
acid, twenty grains each, ordered to be taken, one
every hour. After the first powder the pain becanie
much easier, but the temperature remained the
sane.- 9 P. M.: Temperature 102.8°; puise 110.
-10.30: Temperature 102.40; pulse 108.-11.45:
Temperature 101.80; pulse 112.

FeL. 29. Had a good night; perspired fréely;
was in very little pain; appetite improving. Con-
tinue broth diet. 8 A. M.: Temperature 99.80;
pulse 96.-S P. M.: Temperature 100.80; pulse
104.-10 P. M.: Teniperature101.8 0 ; pulse108.
Powders repeated for three hours.-11 P. M.:
Temperature 100.20; pulse 98.-12.10 A. M.:
Temperature 98.6°; pulse 92.

Mfarch. 1. Patient hd slept soundly, and felt
better; was in no pain, but there was some stiffness
about the joints. Temperature 98.8°; pulse 96.-
5 P. M.: A slight return of pain in wrist, so that
the powders were repeated for four hours. Tem-
perature 98-8°; pulse 84.

2d. Ilad a good night's rest, and was quite free
from pain. There was a soft mitral systolic murmur
heard at apex; skin moist; tongue clean; bowels
open; appetite improving. Temperature 98.40;
pulse 68.

Sth. Convalescence went on well, patient feeling
stronger daily. Was discharged a few days after-
wards, temperature having been normal for over a
week.

Remarks by Dr. Broadbent.-The cases reported
speak for theinselves, but it may be stated that they
were all well marked examples of acute rheumatism,
and that two of theni were of more than average
severity. The results of the treatient of rheumatic
féver by salicylie acid in the practice of Stricker, of
Berlin, were so renarkable that the earliest oppor-
tunity was taken of bringing the drug to the test
of experience. The mode of administration recom-
mended by Stricker is that twenty to thirty grains
be given every hour for six doses, but at the first
trial at St. Mary's only seven grains and a half
were given at eaci of the six hours, simply suspend-
ed in water. iNo bad effects being observed, the
dose was increased. It was impossible not to be
astoiished with the effects, and notwitistanding the
many disillusions experienced in medicine brings,
not a few of which have been furnished by acute
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rheumatism, I. should not do justice to my convie- If recovery is imperfect and followed by anyindi-
tion were I not to say that ap arently we have in cation of injury to the nerve-centers, or by the
salicylie acid, as Dr. Maclagan lias said in his com- supervention of miningitis, other treatment m!y be
munication, a remedy for rheumatic fever comparable necessary according to the indications. iMuch expo-
to quinine as a remedy for ague. According to sure to the sun should be carefully guarded aginst,
present experience rheumatic fever when treated by and unless recovery be complete and rapid, th suf-
this drug is an affair of two or three days. The ferer should be removed to a cooler climatq the
discase is common enough, and its usual course most perfect rest and tranqaility of mind andbody
suficiently well known, so that no long time will be enjoined, and the greatest care bc observed in r-gard
required to establish some definite conclusion, and to extreme moderation in the use of stimulants
to bring out any possible injurious effects. The In the cases of thermic fever, heat being the
only complaint hitherto made of the acid is that it essential cause of the disease, the object is to reluce
is hot and irritating to the throat; given in milk, the temperature of the body as quickly as posible,
vomiting lias been produced. and before tissue changes have resulted from the

Careful examination of the effects on the pulse, action of heat. As the hyperpyraxia is due not
temperature, urine, etc., will no doubt yield impor- only to the direct operation of heat on the ne-ve-
tarit information. Mr. Sworder, who lias watched centers and tissues, but to the fever set up bythe
the cases very closely, states that the tenperature disordered vaso-motor arrangements, remedies sich
invariably rises for a short tinie after the adminis- as mav influence this disturbed condition have boen
tration of the first dose, but the observations re- suggested. The results have appeared in some cases
.corded in the careful notes taken at short intervals to justify the tbeory; and the hypodermic injecteon
by him and Mr. Gawith show a gradual fall both of of morphia and of quinine have both been considered
temperature and pulse rate. No sphygmographie ob- to produce good results by their influence on the
servations were made. Relief froma pain was always vaso-motor nerves and their power in retarding tisme-
.quickly obtained, and, as a rule, the patients slept change.
well, no opiate being required; as a rule, again, Bleeding bas now happily been almost abandone3;
there was very free perspiration, but this of course the congested livid surface, the coma and ster:or
is common in acute rheumatism.-Lancet, April which formerly suggested it, are not now so treattd.
8, 1876. Bleeding has, no doubt, great power in reducig

temperature, and there are cases in which it may still
TREATMENT OF SUNSTROKE. be practiced with advantage; but they are, I think,

Sir Joseph Fayrer, Practitioner, M1arch, 1876, the exception and not the rule, In cases where-
thus clcarly and briefly presents the trcatment of venesection lias appeared first to give relief and mi-
suustroke: In cases of simple exhaustion ordinary tigate the symptoms, the improveient bas been
treatment is all that is needed. Removal to a cooler often transient and followed by relapse into a more
locality, the cold douche (but not too much pro- dangerous condition, which lias terminated fatally.
longed), or the administration of stimulants may be I could lay down no absolute rule in this or other
beneficial. Tight or oppressive clothing should b diseases with reference to the abstraction of blood;
removed, and the patient treated as in syncope fron and it is quite possible that greater iimnediate danger
other causes. Rest and freedom frou exposure to to life may exist in an over-distended right side or
over-exertion, fatigue, or great heat, should be en- the heart than in the loss of an amount of blood thr:t
joined. might have tited the patient over that state of peril ;

In that form of sunstroke where the patient is and therefore I would suggest that each case in this
struck down suddenly by a hot sun, the patient respect bc treated according to its own peculiar
should be renoved into the shade, and the douche merits. The treatment generally consists in the-
of cold water being allowed to full in a stream on judicious applications of cold, either by affusion or
the head and body, froin a pump (or as in India by the application of ice to the surface, the reduc-
fron the mussuek, or other similar contrivance) tion of temperature being watched with a thermo-
should be freely resorted to, the object being two- meter in the axilla, mouth, or rectum.
fold: to reduce the temperature of the overheated Care should be taken not to prolong the cold appli-
centers, and to rouse them into action: During the cation too long, as danger arises from depressing the
assault on the White House picket in the last Bar- temperature below the normal standard. The bowels,
mese war, numbers of men were struck down by tic should be relieved, and blisters ay be applied te
direct action of the sun during the nmonth of April. the calvamba and ncck, though I niay say I have not
They were laid out perfectly unconcious in their red mueli falth in their efficacy.
coats and stocks-they wore them in those days, In the epileptiform convulsions that se frequently
1852-but werc recovered by the cold douche freely occur, the inhalation cf chloroform or eher May bo
applied by the mussuck over the head and body. In cf benefit, but their administration mst bi came-
some cases rousiug by flagellation with the sweeper's fully watched. The arliest mnd most seveme symp-
broom was added, and all recovered with the excep- toms having subsided, the febrile condition tint
tion of two cases, both of which lad been bled on follows is treated on ordiuary principles-salines and
the spot where they feil. Mustard plasters and pur- aperients being given, but not te the extent cf de.
gative enemata may be usefub. pressing t he patient. The diet must, be carefully
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regulated, and of the blandest and most nourishing
nature.

As improvement progresses, other symptoms may
supervene indicative of intra-cranial mischief.
Where the indications are those of meningitis, the
iodide of potash and counter-irritants may be used
with advantage. Removal to a cooler climate is
essential: as a general rule,. it is desirable that the
sufferer should not, for a long period at least, return
to a hot or tropical climate, and he should be
guarded against all undue exposure to heat work, or
mental anxiety of any kind. The sequele of sun-
stroke are frequently from such causes most distres-
sinc and render the patient a source of anxiety and
suffering to himself and to his friends.

The less severe symptoms-those, probably, indi-
cative of the slighter forms of meningitis, or cf
abnormal brain or nerve change-occasionally pass
away after protracted residence in a cold climate,
but they are not unfrequently also the cause not
only of inuch suffering but of shortening of life. It
is not possible, in a short notice, to describe all the
conditions that may result ; they point to perma-
nently disturbed, if not structurally injured, cerebro-
spinal centers, and the treatment required is as
varied as the symptoms presented.

PUERPERAL ECLAMPSIA.
BY SAMUEL C. BUSEY, M.D., WAsIHINGToN, D.C.

(Extract from the .Address on Obstetrics, deUv-
ererl btfore the Anerican ilfedical Associattion,
June S, 1S76. Published by piermission of the
Comnittec on Publication.)

The pathology of puerperal eclampsia continues
so involved by the confusion of conflicting opinions,
that the student is more confounded than were the
builders at the tower of Babel. But, notwithstand-
ing this diversity and contrariety of opinion, there
are a few facts which iay be profitably studied in
connection with recent discoveries.

1st. About ninety per cent. of the cases of
puerperal eclamplsia ! are associated with albu-
minuria. †

2d. Much the larger number of the autopsies of
wonen dying of puerperal convulsions exhibit renal
lesion ; and Bright's diseases in women are most
frequent among the child-bearing and during the
child-bearing period. Hlence the corollary is inevi-
table, that pregnancy stands ia the relation of
cause.

To this, however, there is an apparent contradic-
tion, in that primipara3 and plural pregnancies are
more liable to convulsions than multipar, whereas,
by parity of reasouing, the reverse result should
obtain.

The excess of liability in primipar and plural
*Iln 50,928 deliveries reported by Clarke, Collins, C.Johnson, Skeleton, and George Johnson, there were 138

cases of convulsions, of which 109 were primiparo,-
seventy-nine per cent.

G rat. Med. Jour., vol. d.,p. 1, et seq.; also, Obst. Jour.Great Britain and Ireland, vol. ii., p. 254. c

preunancies, and the additional fact that depletion
of the gravid womb is the most certain method of
terminating the convulsive seizures, have given un-
due prominence to the mechanical theory of causa-
tion,-obstructive byperæmia of the kidneys. I
acknowledge the force of this bypothesis, but cannot
accept its absolute verity. That a kidney engorged
either with arterial or venous blood should supply a
diminished quantity of urine, and that that should
be stained with blood and contain albumen, either
or both, is not remarkable, nor is it extraordinary
that such a condition should result in the establish-
ment of permanent lesions, similar to if not identical
with the ordinary post-mortem appearance of the
kidreys found in cases of Bright's disease. But it
is the presence of the gravid womb, not of every
abdominal tumor, * which is so frequently associated
with albuminuria. Nor is this phenomonen in-
cident only to the period of greatest mechanical
disturbance, but to the condition of gravidity ; and
oftentimes it is present long anterior to the com-
mencement of convulsions or to the completion of
the term. It is but a symptom, den.ting, it may
be, ". change in the blood-pressure " (Wagner)
either in the renal vessels or in those of the whole
body, or alterations in the parenchyma or substance
of the kidney, or, more probably, alterations of the
blood. If, then, interruption 'of the blood-current
through the erulgent veins be a factor, it must,
like many of the accidental plienomena of utero-
gestation, be classed as an adjuvant,-the culminat-
ing event,- and as such offers an explanation of
the greater frequency of convulsions among the
primiparoe, because of the greater tension and
rigidity of the abdominal walls, and the unaltered
relations of the angle of pelvic inclination. Pre--
nancy, not the period of utero-gestation, is the
essential factor. The cause, then, must lie in the
altered relations, not of the parts which lie in
anatomical iontiguity, but of the fanctions of the
animal economy.

During pregnancy the mass of blood is augmented,
its constituent fibrin is increased, the albumen is
diminished, the number of red blood-corpuscles is
reduced (most markedly so during the later
months), its temperature is elevated, the proportion
of solids lessens, and the quantity of water increases
with the progress of gestation, the normal relation,
which exists between the fibrin and water becômes
disturbed, there is hypertrophy of the left ventricles
the heart becomes stronger, arterial tension (espe-
cially in the primipare) is increased, and during
labor the blood-pressure (Fritsch), both arterial and
venous, rises, while a uterine contraction is present.
Thus, conditions favoriiug fibrin-separation and con-
gestions are present to a remarkable degree, and
various viscera-brain, heart, lungs, and kidneys-
may be temporarily congested. There are also
added and retained effete products, and consequent

'Albuminuria frequently results from impediment to the
evacuation of the bladder, occasioned by pressure of fibroid,
or other tumors upon the ureters." Hue bas observed such
ases. Amer. Jour. Obst., vol. ix., p. 159.
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inereased strain upon the kidneys. In the primi-
parie the vascular apparatus (Harcourt Barnes *) is
not adapted, and in many pregnant women the
assimilation of nutriment is inadequate to the added
physiological work, and the tension of the cerebral
vessels, which increases with the progress of gesta-
tion, attains its maximum (Madden t ) during par-
turition, when convulsions must frequently occur.
There is, in addition, an increase of nerve-force,
irritation of the pneumogastric, and a nervous
sensitiveness especially characteristic of pregnancy.

The evacuation of the gravid utcrus is followed by
engorgement of the abdominal veins, which had
been more or less obstructed by the pressure of the
enlarged organ. This abstraction of the blood fromn
the tloracic organs and from the brain, harmless as
it is in most cases of parturition, and salutary as it
proves to be, in a majority of cases of convulsions,
may result in sucli a condition of cerebral anoemia,
enfeebled and irregular cardiac action, and imperfect
decarbonization of the blood, as to become, in con-
junction with the deteriorated condition of the blood
mass, the immediate and exciting cause of post-par-
tum convulsions.

The condition of the blood during pregnancy
is aggravated by the loss of albumen, simulates ano-
rmia,yet the condition of thesystem is that of physiolo-
gical plethora, due to the increment of the blood-mass.
During pregnancy and during labor the brain may
contain a redundancy of this impoverished and
deteriorated fluid, and yet be insufficiently nourished.
The sudden engorgement- of the abdominal veins
after delivery may withdraw from the cranial cavity
the requisite amount of fluid. In both instances
the brain is anomic, in one case containing an
excess, in the other a deficiency, of the altered and
toxemic blood.

To these physiological departures from a condi-
tion of health, due to the pregnant state and taking
place coincidently in the blood, the vascular appara-
tus, and the nervous centres, most rapid in their
progressive development and manifest in their
effects upon the animal economy during the period
when puerperal convulsions usually occur, and to
the consecutive and consequent morbid changes, we
nustlook for the predisposing and proximate causes
of puerperal eclampsia. It is not, however, My
purpose at present to seek a determining cause, but
to associate these conditions with other facts which
have but recently come to our knowledge.

The physiological phenomena which favor cere-
bral congestion lend force to the once very common-
ly accepted theory that puerperal convulsions were
occasioned by a determination of blood to the head
This view derives important corroboration from the
anatomical resemblance of the arterial circulation ‡

*Amer Jour. Obst, vol. viii., p. 719.
t Obst Jour. Great Britain and Ireland, vol. ii. p., 239.
‡ The human brain derives its arterial supply through

the internal carotid, vertebral, and ophthalmic arteries.
The circulation is equalized by the circle of Willis, which
is formed by the anastomosis of the branches of the internai
carotid and vertebral arteries. The basilar artery is formed
by the junction of the vertebral arteries.

in women and in the cow, * to which parturient
apoplexy and convulsions are mainly confined. The
points of resemblance, as indicated by Pirof. Walley,
are in connection -with the distribution of tlie inter-
nal carotid and the formation of the basilar artery
and the circle of Willis, which favor a larger and
more direct supply of blood t o'the brain, espe-
cially to the centres froin which emanate the
convulsive actions in puerperal eclampsia. If these
researches sliould be confirmed by future in-
vestigations, we have present, during pregnancy,
a peculiar condition of the blood, increased
arterial tension, augmented blood-pressure, and au
anatomical arrangement of the brain vascular appa-
ratus, which favor inter-cranial congestion. To
these may be added toxSmia, from destruction of
the red blood-corpuscles, and retained effete pro-
ducts froni renal congestion; malnutrition, from the
loss and consumption of albumen, and. from an
inadequate supply of nutriment; deficient consump-
tion of oxygen, from diminution of muscular action;
and the various incidental nervous phenomena which
so frequently complicate the period of utero-gestation.
All these, acting together in the turbulent union of
untoward events, culminate in convulsions.

But perhaps the most important contribution
recently made to the study of the nature of puerperal
eclampsia consists in the recognition of the febrile
phenomena so uniformly associated with the con-
vulsive seizures.

Quineke was the first to observe the elevation of
temperature in puerperal eclampsia; † but to
Bourneville ‡ we are indebted for the first series of
systematic observations. From carefully recorded
thermometric observations in seventeen cases, includ-
ing four fatal cases, lie deduces the following con-
clusions:

"lst. During the eclampsic state the tempera-
ture is raised froin the onset of the attack to its
termination.

"2d. In the intervals of the attacks the tem-
perature remains elevated, and at the moment of the
convulsion a slight accession takes place.

"3d. If the cclampsie condition is about to
terminate in death, the temperature continues to
augment, and reaches a very elevated figure ; if, on

I In the horse the vertebrals do not enter into the forma-
tion of the brain-circulation. in the pig and dog the
basilar artery is fornied by the cerebro-spinal branches of
the occipital, as in the horse. In the sheep the vertebral,
after anastomosing with the occipital, sends branches which
gain access to the cranium and contribute to the formation
of the basilar, and a large plexus which lies underneath
the medulla. The difference of the circulation in the or
and sheep is, that in the ox enzah vertebral, after anastomos-
ing with its fellow, proceeds forward and connects through
the posterior plexus with the occipital, -while in the sheep
the vertebrals pass into the spinal canal, inosculate, pro-
ceed forward as a single artery, again bifurcate, and
anastomose with theoccipitals. Tralley, Obst. Jour. Great
Britain and Ireland, vol. ii. p. 376.

t Quineke, Berlin. Wocbenschrift, 1869, No. 29.-
‡Arch de Toxicologie, Des Mal. des fem. et desEnf.,

April, 1875, Paris.
§ I have had the opportunity of confirming these observa-

tions in two cases, the convulsions occurring in one at the
s'xth monthi, and in the other at " full term.'
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the contrary, the attacks diminish and the coma
ceases in a definite manner, the temperature lowers
progressively and returns to the normal standard."

In June, 1875, M. Diendé * published four new
observations, two of which confirmed the opinions of
Bourneville, while the others invalidated in part the
proposition that the temperature was elevated in
eclaipsia, and incidentally invalidated theýproposi-
tion that in the intervals it was maintained at a
high degree, and slightly elevated at the time of the
convulsion. In December last Herbart † published
three additional cases; a single observation has been
made by Richardson, ‡ and two by myself, mak-
ing in ail twenty-seven cases. With the exception
of the two cases before referred to, the observations
confirm the conclusions deduced by Bourneville.
Of these twenty-five cases, seven died. A single
death occurred with a temperature as low as 102.40;
in the other six cases the highest elevations ranged
from 104° to 109.5°. Among the recoveries the
temperature rose in one case to 105.8°, and in
another to 106°. Therefore the maximum of
safety cannot be established; but in ahl the fatal
cases the temperature remained elevated, and in
every case of recovery it lessened. No cleath occurred
with a temperature below 102.4°, and no recovery
took place with a temperature above 106°. The
thermometrie cause was not uniform, because of the
alterations produced by the effect of therapeutie
agents.
p These results present important indications in

regard to the treatment and prognosis in cases of
puerperal eclampsia. The value of remedies may
be determined by the modifications of the tempera-
turc, and their inutility may be established by its
progressive elevation. The fever, be it a factor of
causation or a coincident phenomenon of the convul-
sive enviroument, is manifestly the element of
danger. This inference is corroborated by the
varying success of the different therapeutic agents
which have from time to time been employed in the
treatment, and which owe their efficacy to their
antipyretic qualities, or rather to their power to
abstract body-heat. Venescction, which at one
time was regarded as the " sheet-anchor" of hope,
and even now bas many advocates, not only dimin-
ishes the mass of blood, lcssens arterial tension, and
relieves blood-pressure, but also produces rapid fall-
ing of the temperature, in the well as in the sick.

This effect may be transitory, and speedily fol-
lowed by increased arterial tension and an elevation
of temperature, but the fover-course of eclanipsia
exhibits marked depression after the abstraction of
blood. In' Richardson's case the temperature fell
from 1030 to 102°. after venesection, but, the tense-
ness of thejugular veins and unconsciousness continu-
ing, a second abstraction of blood, with the applica-
tion of an iced collar to the neck, established conva-
lescence. In Herbart's case the abstraction of
twenty ounces of blood was followed by an imme-

* Inaugural Thesis.
t Inaugural Thesis.
1 Obst. Jour. Great Britain and Ireland, vol. ii. p. 675.

diate fall of 1°, and in the five succeeding hours
of 35°. The illustrations iigbt be multiplied;
and even in the fatal cases venesection, when em-
ployed, either stayed for a time the progressive
elevation, or depressed the temperature to rise
again.

Chloroform-narcosis lowers body-heat by dimin-
ishing the rapidity (Billroth) of metamorphosis,
thus lessening the production of beat. Chloral
hydrate lessens heart-action and lowers temperature..
la the fever of eclampsia the effect of both of these
agents is marked by the descent of the car.ve.
Veratrum viride, so highly extolled by Hearn, *r
depreses the temperature, slows the heart, lessens-
arterial tension, and diminishes the blood-pressure.t.
Digitalis diminishes the activity of beat production.
Aconite depresses the body-heat by its paralyzant
action on the heart and organs of circulation (Bartho-
low.‡ Cold affusions, purgation, and nauseants
lessen body-heat. In brief, the successful methods
of treatment of puerperal convulsions illustrate the-
" principle of physiological antagonisim " of thera-
pEutic agents to the fabrile state. I may add, the
e raculation of the gravid womb, inits physiological
influcqce, diminishes the temperature. Nature indi-
cates her resource in expediting the depletion of the.
uterus in very many cases of puerperal eclampsia,
and it is a fact that in a majority of cases the con-
vulsions cease or diminish in frequency and inten
sity, with a marked reduction of the temperature,,
immediately upon the completion of delivery.

I will advance a step further, and submit the"
proposition that the varicus methods of preventive
treatment owe their efficacy to their effects upon the
blood-mass and blood-vascular apparatus. As a
raie, these are directed to the promotion of diges-
tion, whereby the loss of albumen is replenished,
and to the diminution of the hydroemia, by catharsis,
diuresis, or diaphoresis. •ieretofore the explana-
tion of these excretory operations bas rested muainly
upon the theory of eliminating the excrementitial
and toxie elements accumulated in the blood. Not
less important are the simultaneous effects in lessen-
ing the mass of blood and restoring the relation of
its constituents. The plienomena and consequences
of loss of albumen, says Wagner, are disturbance of
the endosmosis and exosnosis, insufficient formation
of digestive fluids, altered nutrition and repair of
tissues, and, especially, often album inuria.-Phila-
delphia Mfedical Times.

THE NORMAL DIGESTION OF INFANTS.
An essay by Dr. WEGSCHEIDER of Berlin (Gen-

tralblatt f. d. Med. Wissenschaft, No. 3, 1876),
based on the microscopical and chemical examination
of the feces of number of healthy infants between two
and three months old, whose diet consisted entirely
of breast-milk, reveals some interesting facts with

*Amer. Jour. Obst., vol. iv. p. 28.
t Bartholow, Amer. Clin. Lect., Seguin, vol. ii. p. 17.
‡ Whence it follows that the consumption of oxygen and

the chemical interchanges between the blood and the tis-
sues are diminished.'
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regard to the varions changes which go on in the dis-
gestive tract at that early period of life. The feces
were simply scraped from the napkins, and then
preserved, without the addition of water, in well-stop-
pered bottles.

The colour of the motions of hcalthy infants
varies between that of yolk of an egg and greenish-yel-
low ; their reaction is always acid. Their consistence
is very variable, and ranges from an almost completely
dry to a thin liquid character. Their smell is never
offensive, but reseibles that of sour milk. The feces
always contain whitish fibrinous-lookinz flakes which
,are'proved to consist of fat, with probably some
intestinal epithelium. The fat consists of palmitin,
.stearin, and olein. Besides fat, the feces appear to
contain traces of peptones. Sugar was not found in
any appreciable quantity.

The remains of the secretions of the digestive
ti-act are found in the feces in considerable quantity.
Mucin is present in variable aimount, and its presence
eau be chemically proved by the precipitate, insolu-
ble in excess, which acetic acid produces in an
aqueous solution. Bile-pigment exists, both free
and also in combination with bases. Choleic acid
can be detected in a free state in a solution made by
extracting the feces with alcohol. Cholesterin 5ccurs
in considerable quantity, but Dr. Wegscheider docs
not consider tbat it is entirely derived fron the
constituents of the bile. With regard to those
bodies which arc the products of transformation of the
food and of the digestive secretions, neither leucin
no.rtyrosin can be cheiically detected in the.feces.
On the other hand large quantities of saponified
fats, in combination with lime and magnesia are
present, and are thus wasted for nutritive purposes.

.In a watery extract of the feces Dr. Wegscheider
found traces of diastatic and pancreatic ferments, but
ne pepsine. In consequence of the difficulty of
keeping the feces free from admixture with urine,
he did not examine them for urea.

The most important conclusions which Dr.
Wegseheider draws from researches on the feces of
infants, in relation to their digestive functions are
the following : 1. The albuminous constituents of the
nilk are completely absorbed ; 2. The white residue
which is found in the feces and is usually regarded
as casein, but cbiefly fat with some ad-
mixture of intestinal epithelium ; 3. The unabsorbed
fats leave the bowel partly as soaps, partly as free fatty
acids, and perhaps partly as unaltered fat ; 4.Urobilin
and unaltered bilirubin occur on the feces, and biliver-
din is also found in diarrhoal stools.-Obstetrical
Journal of Great Britain, May, 1876.

DEATIH FROM OLD AGE.

Dr. Reginald Southey, in one of bis London lec-
tures on "Individual Iygiene," has the following
remarks upon death from old age

There is a deatb, no doubt, by natural old age-
a death perfectly simple and sudden, which carries
off old people usually at night and in cold weather;
thus removing, perhaps in sleep, persons who bad

gone to bed apparently as well as usual. No single
lesion may be found to explain this death, although
no organ of the body but has undergone the patho-
logy of blocking up and wearing out. The individ-
ual eventually dies then because bis heart ceases to
beat. But King Death thus stepping in as a thief
in the night is a very rare event. Old persons die
more often after due care at the hands of their med-
ical advisers by natural pathological processes.
There is death approached by the bladder road aun-
der the ablest surgical charioteering: enlarged pros-
tate, thickened bladder, retained urine, catheterism
cystitis, catarrhal nephritis, typhoid, uræemic symp.
toms. There is death approached by the narrowed
pathway of the degenerate and obstructed arteries,
by paralysis, by apoplexy, by peripheral embolism,
by senile gangrene. Lastly, and in my own expe-
rience most frequently, death is approached by
diarrhoa in summer, and broncho-pneumonia in win-
ter; in cither case the final illness is short enough--
a few days or a week at most. This broncho-
pneumonia of advanced years is clinically very im-
portant for you to recognize. When some old per-
son eighty and upwards, the habitual subject of
bronchial catarrh, says to bis ordinary attendant one
morning that lie is tired and will lie in bed, a thing
lie bas never done before, take beed, if bis cheek is
fiushed, lis eye a little brighter than usual, and bis
inclination to talk and tell you tales of bis childhood
greater than usual-beware, towards night-time lie
will " babble o' green fields," talk of those long since
dead as if they were living and ougbt to come home,
just wander in bis mind a little, but be'easilyroused
to tbink and answer correctly. Watch him care-
fully; lie is near that haven where lie would be,
where be shortly will be, for bis tongue is dry, and
lie bas an eager thirst, and lie is drowsy but sleeps
little, and awake but not all, and he bas short, quick
breathing, and little fits of coughing, but not his old,
long, suffocating cough; and he expectorates but
little, and that little with difficulty: the end is not
far off, and you had better inform bis relations that
you recognize the danger.

HEADACHE FROM EYE-STRAIN.

Dr. Weir Mitchell in the American Journal of
the 3fedical Sciences, observes that few but ophthal-
mie surgeons are aware of the need of interrogatiag
the eye for answers to some of the hard questions
which are put to us by certain bead-symptoms; and
le wishes to impress upon the profession- (1) That
there are many headaches which are due indirectly
to disorders of the refractive or accommodative ap-
paratus of the eyes. (2) That in these instances
the brain symptom is often the most, and sometimes
the sole, proininent symptom of the eye trouble, so
that while there may be no pain or sense of fatigue in
the eye, the strain with which it is used may be in-
tèrpreted solely by occipital or frontal beadache.
(3) That the long continuance of eye-trouble may
be the unsuspected source of insomnia, vertigo,
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nausea, and general failure of health. (4) That in
many cases the eye trouble beconies suddenly mis-
chievous, owing to soine failure of ,the general
health, or te increased sensitiveness of the brain from
moral or mental causes. Several, illustrative cases
are given.

RARE CASE OF GALL STONES DISCHARGED
THROUGH THE SIDE.

By Daniel Parley, M.D.-The patient, Matthew
Plumsted, harness maker, was born in Norwich,
England, A. D. 1800, went to Canada in 1812. caine
to the States in 1818, and to Lynn in 1835. [le
had been subject at tiies to severe pain in the region
of the liver fôr some years, when in the latter part
of the year 1869, an abscess foried in the riglit
hiypochondriun, attended with great disturbance of
the systern.

The symuptoms were so alarming that in consitation
with ny friend the late Dr. B. B. Breed, we decided
to make an opening without waiting for any thin-
ning of the intergunients. There was an iniediate
discharge of pus, yellow bile, and sinall black specks
which were easily rubbed up and becane of a briglit
yellow color. He was somewhat relieved, and con-
tinued to improve with the discharge of sinnilar
matter, with now and then a clogging up of the
aperture, till in about a month gall stones of various
sizes up to that of a cranberry began to issue and
continued with volcanic irregularity of rest and
activity till Decenber 28, 1873. There has been no
eruption since. He is now robust and able to attend
to bis business in better health than for many years.
in a hasty examination of the journals of the last
forty years I have been able to find but two cases of
the kind .- Boston Mlfed. and Surg, Journal, June
22, 1876.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEASLES AND
SMALL-POX.

In a paper on Variola, read before the Newport.
and Covington (Kentucky) Medical Society, and
published in the RlIedical and Surgical Reporter,
Dr. B. F. Laird says-

Measles is the disease with which variola is most
frequently confounded, and tlere is even an idea
that there may be a combinatiou of these two
diseases. The points of difference between the two
are about as follows ; in neasles we find, in the early
stages, catarrh of the bronchi, conjanctiva and nose,
a condition which only coies on in a later stage of
variola. The appearance of the skin during the
stage of eruption may, taken by itself, give rise to
doubt.

We may iay down the rule that, in neasles, the
maculæ are, from the beginning, larger than those cf
variola and they are developed almost siniultaneously
on the back and face, while in variola they begin on
the head and descend step by step downward .to the
back. But this rule is only of value in the regularly
developed cases. Much more important is the degree
of fever shown by the therniometer. In variola,

during the initial stage, the temperature ordinarily
rises to 104.9-'-105.8°, while in measIes, during the
correspondin'g period, it seldom exceeds 102°, at the
bighest 104. It is also characteristic of variola that
soon after the eruption appears the temperature falls
while in neasles it continues the sanie, or even rises
This peculiarity distinguishes variola from the other
ezanthematous fevers, and especially scarlet fover,
In this latter disease, the early appearance of sore

throat helps in the diagnosis. ln purpara variolosa
however the intense red color covering the back
before the hemorrhages appear, may closely resemble
scarlatina; and even after the hemorrhages appear,
it mîay be doubtful if the case is not an example of
henorrhagie scarlet fever. And the case may be
still further obscured by the uncertain character of
the tcnperature in purpura variolosa.

The, diagnosis bctween exanthematous typhus and
variola .s, in thoir early stages, sometimes, very
difficult. -The fever serves as no guide, there beieg
the sanie rapid increase of temperature in both
diseases. When the eruption appears the tem-
ature falls; ia typhus it does not In typhoid fever
mistakes are seldom, as the rise in teniperature is
regularand characteristie. Fron ephemeral fever.
variola can be distinguished by its higher tem-
perature.

WHOOPING-COUGH.

Dr. Octavius Sturges, Assistant Phys. to Hospital
for Sick Children, Greas, Ornond St., London, pre-
sents (Lancct, May 20, 1876) the following summary
of his views concerning pertussis:-

1. Whooping-cough is a nervous disease of im-
mature life, due immi-iediately, like nervous asthmaà, to
a iorbid exaltation of sensibility of the bronchial
inucous membrance. Although possible in a modi-
lied form at all ages, it has its period of special liabi-
lity and full development simultaneously with that;
tinie of life when the nervous systeai is irritable,
and the niechanisn of respiration diaphragmatic.
A child of the proper age with catarrh and cough is
thus on the very briuk of whooping-cough. A
large proportion of such children will develop the
disease for theiselves upon casual provocation, all
contagion and all epideinc influence apart.

2. The wboop of whooping-cough is due to a
spasmodic contraction of the diaphragm which
follows its extrene relaxation with the emptying of
the lungs by spasiodie cough, the fçrce of the in-
rush of air being met by a conservative spasm on the
part of the glottis.

3. Tbe natural history and relations of whooping-
cough-its uneven course, indeterminate duration,
method of recovery and cure, frequent absence of
pyrxia, and seasons of prevalence-are in striking
contrast with diseases of the zymotie class. Ad
mitting the fact of its contagion, the great comnn
ness of the disease and its association with epidemic
catarrh, coupled with the popular belief that 7ts
source of infection inay, be indeficitely remote, ore
circunistances which muust cornbine to render whop
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ing-cough more contagious in appearance than it is in 1 females ; and although he would like to have heard
fact. of cases in which observation during life was confirn-

4. In its character as a purely nervous disease ed after death, yet the number of facts collected
whooping-cough may very well bc contagious like showed that such a condition as movable kidney
other nervous affections of quasi-voluntary kind. could cxist.
The assumption of a specific norbid poison is both Dr. iare pointed out that one or two of the casses
hypothetical and gratuitous, or so nearly gratuitous related ln the report were instances in which there
that the facts it seems to explain are insufficient to was evidence of floating kidney during life, and ia
counterbalance its inherent improbability. whidi tieautopsyrcvealed the condition correspond-

5. The non-recurrence of whooping-cough is not, in- te this.
la strictness, analogous te the nion-occurrence of
contagions fevers, uer out of real harnHony pwith the TE MANAGEMENT OF ALBUMINURIA.
pattern cf nervous disease. It hs the were that

whic thea atopsy reee the on dicTirespond-

affections of this class alter their shape with the
successive epochs of life, so that each will appear aazeue, Dr. W. H. Dickenson, cf London, writes:
either solhary or recurrent, according as the time Te give rest as far as ray be, te an inflamed
allotted for it is shorter or longer. The after- structure is an old and souud maxim and it is not
infancy period to which whooping-cough attaches is the iess obvicus, in regard te the systeru ut large, that
one of brief duration an1d special liabilities. The if'a great channel ef exit be obstmucted, the mate-
features of the disease are in strict correspondence riais wiich therefbre tend te accumulate shonld be
with the characteristics of its time cf life. sparingly introduced. Thc diet with aibuminuria,

6. The specific remedies for whooping-cough save that with lardaceus engin, iu which the secret-
(whici have their season and may be said now to ing pewer is until late littie interfcred with, while
include all drugs whatever, of any potency) have ail an exhausting discharge may have te be lbvinted,
of them a certain testimony in their favour. They shenld be belew the custom of heaitil its nitre-
agree in a single point; whether by their nauseous- gencus cempenents. It may abeuud in nilk and
ness, the grievous method of their application, or farinaceous matter, while fish may eften take the
the disturbance they bring to the child's habits place cf flesh. Tic increas cf albumen in the urinc,
and surroundings, the best vaunted remedies- up n a tee eanly resent te a meat diet, is a common
emeties, sponging of the larynx, ill flavoured inhala- experience. With regard te iiquids, it cannet be to
tion, change of scene, beating with the rod-al strong y insisted npen that the functienai strain upon
are calculated to impress the patient, and find their tie kidney is net te be mcasured by the quaatity cf
unc wter which filters o t, but by the quantity

acclsrdhingthertfreungoacuuae hudb

MOVABLE AIND DISPLACED KIDNEYS.

Dr. Wickham Legg, at a late meeting of the
Pathological Society of London (JJed. Tînes and
Gaz., May 20, 1876,) read a report froi the coin-
nittee appointed to enquire into the subject of
inovable and displaced kidneys. After dealing with
the question of displacement without mobility,
the report went on to discuss the causes of undue
mobility of the kidney, which to some degreewas by
no means unfrequent. One of two conditions usually
prevails; either the organ lies loosefron attachment
to peritoneum, so as to admit of being moved a
certain extent in any direction ; or else it is con-
ipletely invested by peritoneum, which passes over it
to form a meso-nephron of greater or less length.
The report concluded by reference to a number of
cases fully described, in which one or other of
these conditions was discovered post-mortem. The
report was signed by Drs. Rare, ,Bristowe, Wilks,
John Williams, and Legg.

Dr. Wilks thought the result of investigation veay
satisfactory, especially on account of the careful
post-mortem observations recorded in the report.
He was the more anxious to state this opinion
because he confessed to having formerly been
sceptical as to the existence of movable kidney other
than as a clinical observation. The cases in which
it is usually found, clinically, were young hysterical

of refuse, mainly nitrogenous, which it has te cen-
vert and eliminate. Water, which probably trans-
udes almost as through dead membranes, probably
makes little demand upon the real secretive function.
The worst kidneys, indeed those most hopelessly
incapable of their special work, will often discharge
most of it; and it is easy to sec that its passage, net
to be regarded as the result of glandular effort, is
salutary, both in the dilution of scanty and irritat-
ing urine, and alse in washing out the solid products
which, under the inflammatory process, collect mis-
chievously in the tubes. A further use is to be
discerned in this law. The solids of the urine vary
with its water. With given kidneys, the solid cx-
creta wax and- wane with the bulk of the urine.
Any means, therefore-mere nqueous filtration as
safely as any-which increrse this will also magnify
the components of the secretions which are essential
to life. With tubal nephritis, therefore, and scanty
urine, an aqueous dietary, even with the addition of
distilled water, or the element in some, slightly
sophisticated shape, will prove in every sense bene-
ficial. In many, perhaps in most, cases of nephritis
of tubal origin these remedies of patriarchal simpli-
city, " spare diet and spring water clear," are ail
that are needed to guide the disorder to its natural
cure. To this surest and safest of diuretics others
must often be added, both to lessen dropsy and to
avert the dangers of urfemia. The old rule is that,
in recent cases, digitalis should be used; it seldom,
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fails to increase the flow of urine, but 1 am not sure
that it does not sometimnes do so with some exasper-
ation of the inflammatory action. The bitartrate
and acetate of potash, which have a purgative as
well as a diuretic action, may probably be safely
resorted to; and in chronic cases as much as may be
donc harmlessly by diuretics nay be accomplished
by neans of scoparium, nitre, and juniper. Can-
t i'rides and the more irritating agents of this class
arc generally distinctly injurious. Perhaps, next to
a regulation of the diet, it is mnost important to
secure a daily and somewhat loose action of the
bowels. Purgatives lessen the vascular tension,
which, in both acute and chronic cases. is a measure
of their danger; and while it is not advisable too
largely to divert the urinary flaids by severe cathar-
tics, increased hardness of tie pulse, and other more
obvious aggravations of the general state, seldom fail
to ensue upon constipation. Wlen cerebral uraSmia
is threatening, hard purging by elatcrium or other-
Wise is essential. As a habituai laxative, a drug less
used than it deserves to be-suiphate of potash-
given two or three tinies a day in doses of fron ten
to twenty grains, is sometimes invaluable. It nay
'b aided, if necessary, by Epsoin salts or creaa of
tartar.

OATH OF PHARMACISTS.

We translate froin the wecekly journal of
cie (1870, No. 50), the old French
pharmacists of 1336, curiositatis causa,
illustration how mucli tempora mutantur :

Pharmnîa"
oath of
and of

Oathi of the Christian and Godfearing Ap)othe-
caries :

First. I swear and promise before God to live
and to die in the Christian religion.

Item. To honour, to esteem and to serve as mueh
as I can, not only the doctors of medicine who
instructed me in the knowledge of rules of pharma-
cie, but also my preceptors and masters with whom
I learned ny trade.

Item. iNeither to put an affront upon one of my
old doctors and magisters, or upon others, howevet
they may be.

Item. To add as much as I can to the glory,
honour and majesty of iedicine.

item. Not to give any enietie to an acute diseased
person without before asking the advice of a doctor
of medicine.

Item. - Not to touch the pudenda of a woman,
except in case of urgent necessity, id est, if there a
reuedy should have to be applied.

Item. Not to give poison t o any one and never
to advise anybody to do so, even not to my worst
enemies.

Item. Never to give an abortive.
Item. To execute minutely the orders of phici

sians witiout adding or omitting anything, as far ai
they are according to the rules of art.

Item. To contradict and to avoid like the pest
the scandalous and the nost destructive manner of
practicing of charlatans, empiries and alchymists, the
higli disgracc of the iagistrate who allow them.

At last. Not to keep poor and old drugs in
my shop.

The benediction of the Lord be with me as long
as I follow those vows. So be it !-Deutsche Mediz.
Wochensch rift.

MODERN PRESCRIPTIONS.

Considering the above oath, what would an
apothecary of the olden times have donc, getting
prescriptions like the following, which we have been
privileged to copy froni the originals of recent
graduates:

R.-Extr. calabar, gr. iv.
Quin. sulph., gr. xxxvi.
Croton chloral hydrat., gr. L.
Extr. nue. vomie., gr. iv.
Extr. belladonn., gr. viii.
Extr. cannabis indic., gr. viii.
Ferri sulph. exsieat., gr. xxv.
Pulv. capsici, gr. vi.
Extr. aloes, gr. xii.
Pulv. ipec., gr. iv.
S. in capsul, xii.
One three tinies a day.

.R.-Bismuthi subnitratis, Diii.
Sodii santonie, gr. xxxvi.
T. rhei aquosa, 3 ii.
Podophyll, gr. ii.
Ti. op. camph., 3 iii.
Mixt. creta aromat., i ii.
Pulv. hydrarg. c. creta., gr. iv.
Syr. Kramnerio, iii.
Olei. chenopodii, 3 i.
Palv. acacio, 31.

M. One dessert sp f 3 or 4 times a day.
N\ewo Remedies.
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Although our circulation during the past year
bas shown considerable of au increase over the
preceding one, the receipts have been wofully
deficient. We believe that in many casés it is
sinply neglect, but we hope that now ve have
fulfilled our part of the obligation, our Subscri-
bers will remember what is due us, and send it
to us promptly. We beg to assure them that
ve actually need it. MAYWE IOPE FOR A PROMPT

REMITTANCE,

Cyclopædia of the Practice of 3ledicine. Edited
by Dr. HE. VON ZIEM1SSEN, Professor of Clinical
Medicine in Munich, Bavaria; Dr. Albert H.
Buck, American editor. New York, William
Wood & Co., 27 Great Jones street. Published
and issued to Subscribers only.

bighly spoken cf, and although its mode of action is
still obscure, Dr. Erb says lie believes "it diminishes
the excitability of the sensory nerves, it takes away
abnormal stimuli from them, it modifies their nutri-
tion, allays hyperomia and inflammation, and lastly,
acts as a derivative, and thus fulfils several indica-
tions." With regard to the kind of electricity, lie
says, " the galvanic current is found to be more
active and applicable to a greater variety of forms of
the disease than the faradic current." Hypodermie
medication is of course highly spoken of, and a hint
of some practical value is given, as follows: " The
locality for injection is not altogether a inatter of
iodifference. When 'the general action upon the
central nervous system is desired, those parts of the
skin may be sclected which are thin, and wherc the
subcutaneous connective tissue is loose, as, for
example, the temple, clavicular region, anterior ab-

Volume XI.-Diseases of the Peripheral Cerebro- dominai wal-, and internai surface of the torcari
Spinal Nerves, by Prof. Wilbelm Heinrich Erb, cf and thigh. When a decided local action is intended
Heidelberg, Baden; translated by Henry Power of the injection should be as near as possible to the
London, England.nrve trunk affected." The eployment of chlora

This volume of the Cyclopædia differs from others eh
bwhich have preceded it, and which have contained pa- then not alone but in conjunction witb morphia,

pers on stated subjects fron different pens, in that the 1 g
entire volume has been written by Dr. Erb. This phy- Under the head cf specifie reuedies, arsenic, iron,
sician, although young in years, having received his quinine and bromide cf potash are high]y spoken cf.
degree of Dr. of Medicine in 1862, as been an enthu-C
siastic and very laborious worker in the special field ation cf neuralgia, and it is a valuable and very read-
of nervous diseases. Hehas notonly kept thoroug- able paper. The neuralgia cf individual nerves are
ly posted upon the great progress, which, during the t c
past ten years, bas been made in all departments of C -
neuropathy, but, by bis contributions, has materially C C

conribïte tetheresit.lusquaifiatins or he . Intercostal neuralgia, dorsal nerves. 5. Neural-contribuited to the result. Hisqualifications for theC
task assigned hin by Prof. Von Ziemssen is there- g
fore undoubted, and althoughi we have not been Plexus sacrais.
able to do more than glance over bis work, we are C
satisfied that bis labors have produced a very valu. -Neurosis cf the nerves cf special sense are next
able contribution to thc literature cf nervous considered, and the latter portion of the volume is
diseases. The volume opens with Neuroses cf the taken up with the varicus foris ocf paralysis, and
Sensory iNerves. lst.-Neuralgia in general. Its anatomical diseaise of the peripheral nerves. The
définition, etiology, pathological anatomy and sym-t volume is anextremely valuable contribution t e ur
toraatology are given mcst minutely. Its course and literature on the subject cf nervous diseases ; valu-
duration, terminations, diagnosis, prognosis and able, in that it contains the result of much original
treataient are then considered. The consideration researc made by the author, ond likewise valuable,
cf the treatment is divided under the usual heads cf as giving, in n well-written manner, a suimary of ail
prophylaxis, casual indications, diet and mode vf that is known upon this very interesting class of
life, Uelnctricity, narcotits and anestoetics, specifiss, affections.
cold, deiivatives, baths, surgical means and gneral Volume IV.-This volume is deivstal d te the con-
plan. He admts that there are objections te this sideration o diseases cf rlie ali spiratory organs, and
arrangement, and adopts ii on'account-cf its synop- consists cf a series f papers written by Dr. Fraenke,
tical value. As night be expected, electricity is cf Berlin ; Prof Von Ziaoss thf Munic ; Prof.
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Steiner, of Prague; Dr. Riegel, of. Cologne, and
Dr. Fraentzel, of Berlin, all of which are of very
considerable value, some, of course, more than others.
The paper on diseases of the nose, pharynx and
larynx, by Fraenkel is extremely interesting, and
is written evidently by one who is a thorough master
of the subject. Its style is clear and concise, and
in a reasonably small space- the various methods of
examination in laryngoscopy-by concave mirrors,
by lenses and by a combinatîon of mirrors and lenses,
as well as by diffused daylight and by sunlight-are
admirably described. The various means of employ-
ing rhinoscopy are given in detail. A very con-
siderable portion of this paper is taken up in giving
the necessary details for the application of the
various solutions and gases, which have been found
serviceable in this class of affections. A very excel-
lent, but somewbat short paper is the one fron the
pen of Prof. Steiner, on " croup." This is sure to
be one of the first papers in this volume, which will
be read by a large majority of subscribers. We have
read it carefully, and have only one regret to make,
and that is that the author has not more fully
entered into the controversy which is at present
being waged as to the identity of croup and diph-
theria. He disposes of the question in a very few
words, remarking " according to E. Wagner, * * * *
there is no sharp dividing Une between diphtheria
ad croup, an opinion in which I entirely agree."
We can hardly consider this summary way of treat-
ing this question as a thoroughly satisfactory one.
The other portions of the work embrace the varions
diseases of the trachea and bronchi; also the
discases of the pleura. Time bas not enabled us to
give to the papers on these subjects that close scrutiny
which we would have desired, as they are very elabo-
rate and occupy more than five hundred pages. We,
bowever, have examined them sufficiently to say we
believe they are all really very excellent treatises,
and that profit can be derived from their perusal.
This volume of the Cyclopedia is extremely valuable,
as treating of a class of affections which are cou-
stantly . brought to the attention of the general
.practitioner.

Volume V.-This volume also includes diseases of

the Respiratoryeorgans, and the papers are written

by different authors. The first is from tae pen-of Pro-

fessor Juergensen of Tubingen, on Croupous Pneu.

monia, Catarrhal Pneumonia, Hypostatic Processes

in the lungs, EmbolicPneumonia, and embraces fully

are treated in a comprehensive manner, and we only
say what is correct when we characterise the papers
as exhaustive, and, therefore, a valuable contribution
to our literature on the subject. As might be anti-
cipated, the treatment of both croupous and catarr-
hal pneumonia, by means of the cold bath is warm-
ly advocated. He first tried the experiment on the
person of his child, and with such marked success
that he has repeated it frequently since, with equal
success. He now recommends it as a portion of a
regular plan of treatment. The directions for its
employment are given with much minuteness, but,
for details, we must advise a reference to the work
itself-contenting ourselves by saying that he recom-
mends the giving of stimulants before the patient
enters the bath, sometimes when lie is in it, and
after he leaves it. In Oatarrhal Pneumonia, in
addition to the bath, cold effusions are strongly
advised, with a view of expanding the lungs. This
is performed by pouring over the patient, so as to
shower the neck, back and breast, from ten to
twenty quarts of water, reduced to a few degrees
above freezing point. Suci a method of treatnent
seemis harsh, but recommended by such an author-
ity, and with such beneficial results assured, we ean-
not fail to accept it as a plan of treatment worthy of
trial. From page 264 to page 629 is occupied by a
series of very excellent papers from Prof. Hertz, of
Amsterdam, on Hyperemia, Anemia, Hæmorrhages,
Atelectasis, Collapse, Atrophy, Emphysema, H3 per-
trophy, Gangrene, New Formations and Parasites.
From page 629 to page 691 is taken up by Prof.
Rindfieisch, on Chronic and Acute Tuberculosis j all
these papers are really very excellent contribvions
to our medical literature, and we doubt nr will
find many adinirers. We, however, fear hat the
terrible refinements in diagnosis which abound in
almost every paper in this volume, and indeed in every
volume of the Cyclopedia which has been issued,
will, amoug the mass of practitioners, not meet with
a very cordial reception. We have, bowever, pre-
viously expressed our opinion as to the very great
value of this work, and we repeat it again. It may
be many years before such a comprehensive' work,
from so many able pens, will again appear. Every

medical man, therefore, who can possibly afford the

outlay, should subscribe to this Cyclopedia, which,

from the elegant manner in which it is being pro-

duced, is a beautiful addition to any library and will

for years to come be a standard volume of refer-

two hundred and fifty pages. The various subjects ence.
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CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The ninth annual meeting of the Canadian
Medical Association took place in Toronto on
the 2nd August, and was very respectably
attended, although the number present was not
q-uite as large as had been anticipated.

Dr. Hodder of Toronto, the President of the
Association, occupied the Chair, and delivered
the following address:-

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Dr. HODDER, as President of the Association, de-
livered bis address. He congratulated the members
on the interest they took in the Society as was evinced
by the large attendance, and took this opportunity
of offering a hearty welcome, on behalfof the medical
men of Toronto, to the delegates fromi the United
States, and invited them to join in all the discussions
and debates, and to consider themselves in every par-
ticular as members of the Association. He alluded
to the success that had attended the formation of
medical societies, and the gatherings of medical men
for scientifie purposes in other couatries, and thought
the results ought to stimulate the profession of the
Dominion to meet in large numbers at the meetings of
the Association. His remarks on this subject were
so pertinent that we give them more in extenso :

"When we consider the vast amount of practice
and observation which is daily and hourly going ou,
not only in the larger cities but in the surrounding
districts of the Dominion, we cannot but feel with
regret that an enormous fund of valuable information
and experience is and bas been allowed to run
almost entirely to waste fora long succession of years.
By joining such an Association as that which I have
the honor to preside over this day, the numerous
body of our professional brethren extensively engaged
as general practitioners, who spend long and active
lives in the practice of their profession, would un-
doubtedly be able to contribute inexhaustible stores
of medical experience of the highest interest and
value, and whicb, but for such a society, would
remain uncommunicated, and therefore lost to the
profession. The local medical societies do some good,
but the results of their meetings are rarely published,
and therefore, many valuable cases never meet the
eyes of the profession generally, and are thereby lost
to the world. There is, however, one point of very
considerable moment to which I beg to draw the
attention of the younger members of the profession:
-Many young practitioners are deterred from pub-
lishing or bringing before an association or society

cases of interest which occurred in their practice,
from an erronous supposition on their part that it is-
necessary to work them up into the form of an ela-
borate essay. In nothing are they more deceived;
the plain and truthful narrative of a single fact is of
infinitely more value than a thousand theories.
Wisely, then, did this Association when they met
last year at Halifax limit the time for the reading
of papers, by whicb, J trust, many members will be
induced to send in communications which otherwise
they might not feel disposed to do. It is only there-
fore in an Association such as this that the accumu-
lated experience of a large body of the medical pro-
fession in this Dominiion can be properly collected and
concentrated, so as to turn such inestimable stores of
knowledge to good account, and render them avail-
able and useful to the profession at large. When we
glance over the nedical lit:rature of former years,
not only of Great Britain and the Continent but of
the United States-what, I would ask, are the works
which have stood the test of time, and which
among the numerous changes produced by improving
and increasing knowledge are still "lasting monu-
ments," while systematie and, for their time, learned
works have long since sunk into oblivion ?-it will be
found that those simple records of the experience of
long ives, devoted with ardent zeal to the cultivatioù
of medical knowledge, retain their value unto the
present moment, and will doubtless continue' to be
consulted and referred to by succeeding gencrations,
as mines of invaluable practical information. Now,
if the practice of one man, as in the case of lunter,.
Harvey, Smellie, and a host of others, can produce
recollections of facts which have immortalized their
names and conferred lasting benefits on every depart-
ment of the healing art, how much more usefil and
important- will be the combined efforts of hundreds
of fact-collectors, concerning all the results of their
practice and their observations thrown into one great
depository, viz : the Canadian Medical Association.,
If J have tired your patience, gentlemen, by dwel-
ling too long upon what appears to me to be the

great object and what will form the great strength
and importance of this association-I mean the
collecting of valuable facts on questions of medical
and surgical practice and public hygiene-I beg
your indulgence ; and yet there is another point which
I must not*omit, I nean the ^effect these meetings
have on our social position. It brings together the,
members of the medical profession, it enables us to
know each other, it binds us together with a social,

bond which must ever be not only a source of sincere
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satisfaction but of inutual improvement and advan
tage. The friction of different minds earnestly en

gaged in similar pursuits is peculiarly valuable, foi
it is scarcely possible for any man who lias been
moved by the same impulses, agitated by the same
fears, excited by the sanie hopes, and elated by the
sanie successes, who has felt the responsibilities, and
experienced the hours of painful anxiety in the treat-
ment of difficult and dangerous cases, not to derive
consolation and benefit by consultation and commu-
nication witi his professional brethren."

He then proceeded to allude to some of the new
discoveries which had taken place during the year in
the practice of medicine, surgery, and mid-wifery.

Among other raatters he reported some cases in
which Prof. Thomas had successfully transfused milk,
an operation which was first performed by the Presi-
dent during the great cholera epidemic in this city,and
with the nost beneficial results. It was of greatim -
portance to remember that milk may be used as a
substitute for blood in transfusion, for, besides
being always more accessible, it might, in cases of
epidemic among the human family, be preferable, as
we cannot in such a case be certain that the blood to
be injected is frec from the germs of the disease it is
ntended to combat.

The treatment of fibroids of the uterus by hypo.
dormie injections of ergot was also alluded to, Dr.
Hodder having found great benefit from it. The
address concluded with a reference to the serious
losses which the medical profession and the world at
large had met with by the death of a very large
number of distinguished men. Great Britain had
lost Bennett, James Clark, Latham, leadland, Sir
George Gibbs, Lctheby, Donovan and many others.
Germanyhad lost Prof. Franke; France had lost
Andral, Levain, Ballard, Duchesne; while the medi-
cal ranks of Canada Lad lost Dr. Cole of Clinton,
Dr. Yates, of Kingston, and Dr. Beaumont, of this
City.

A number of new members were elected, and
Dr. White and Rochester of Buffalo, as repre-
senting the American Medical Association, were
invited to seats on the platform. Dr. White
returned thanks for the compliment. Papers
were read by Dr. Jos. Workman, of Toronto, on
Criminal Insanity, by Dr. Strange of Aurora,
Ont., on Ovariotomy, by Dr. Rosebrugh of Ham-
ilton, on Membranous Dysmenorrhea and its
treatment. A committee, consisting of' Drs.
iodder, lingston, Worknian, Clarke, Playter,
anniff and Oldright were appointed to prepare

a memorial to the Dominion Government with
respect to vital statistics and public hygiene.

In the evening of the first day the menbers
attended a very pleasant gathering, given by
Mr. Bickford, wbose grounds were brilliantly
illuminated. A band of music vas in atten-
dance, and dancing was indulged in. A most

- bountiful repast was prepared. and everytbing

passed off as pleasantly as could be desired.
On the second day, after routine and some gene-
ral bus.iness, papers were read by Dr. Geikie, of
Toronto, on " Gastric lUlcer," by Dr. Trenholme
of Montreal, on thel "Treatment of Fibroid
Tumours of the TJterus," by Dr. Grassett, on
"Antiseptic Surgery."

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Dr. Thornburn submitted the report of the
Nominating Committee, which was concurred in;
President, Dr. Hingston; Vice-Presidents: For
Ontario, Dr. Workman; Quebee, Hon. Dr. Ross;
New Brunswick, Dr. Bayard; Nova Scotia, Dr.
iloran; Secretaries: for Ontario, Dr. Zimmerman;
Quebec, Dr. Russell, Jr.; New Brunswick, Dr.
Herrington; Nova Scotia, Dr. Almon; General
Secretary, Dr. David, Montreal; General Treasurer,
Dr. Robiliard, 2Montreal.

The following Committees were appointed:

Publication.--Dr. David, Chairman; Drs. Robil-
lard, F. W. Campbell, Howard and Osler.

Miledicine.-Dr. George Ross, Ohairman; Drs.
Mullin and Sweetland.

Surgery.-Dr. J. H. Richardson, Chairman; Drs.
Oldright an d Kincaid.

Obstetrics.-Dr. Ross, Chairman; Drs. Strange
and.Rosebrugh.

Therapeutics, New Remedies and M3edical uris-

prudence.-Dr. Fulton, Chairman; Drs. D. Clarke
and iHlornibrook.

Necrcology.-Dr. Osler, Chairman; Drs. Graham
and Farrell.

iMedical Education and Literature.-Dr. Howard,
Chairman; Drs. Hodder and Parker (Halifax).

Climatology.-Dr. Marsden, Chairman ; Drs.
Playter, Baynes, Tye, Dewit Martin, larocque,
Ross (Quebec), Botsford, Cauniff and Jennings.

Delegates to the American Medical Association:
Drs. Grant, Sweetland, Ringston, David, Fulton,
Thornburn, Marsden, Russell, Sr.; and to the
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International Medical Congress to be held at Phila-
delphia, next month:-Drs, J. Ross. F. H. Wright,
Mcdonald, Malloch, Grant, Brouse, Workman, Dick-
son, Osler, Wilkins, Craik, Russell, Jr., Earl, Wick-
wire, Canniff, Rosebrugh, Yeomans.

Dr. Hingston thanked the Association for the
marked honor which had been conferred on him.
He was deeply sensible of that honor, especially as
he would succeed oue who occupied, and justly occu-
pied, so high a professional and social position lu the
country. le only hoped lie might fulfil ths duties
belonging to the office in such a manner as to meet
with the approval of those who had donc him the
honor."

It was unanimously resolved to allow the Secretary
$100 for his services, and to pay the Treasurer's ex-
penses.

OD motion of Dr. Osler, it was decided that the
next meeting of the Association be held in Montreal
on the second Wednesday in September.

Dr. Hingston, Montreal, submitted the report of
the Committec ou Medical Education, recommending
that the niedical education in eaci Province bu assi-
milated, so that a license to practice in one Province
may be understood to extend to all the Provinees or
the Dominion.

The report was received.

Dr. Hingston moved, " That this Association is of'
opinion that the sanitary laws at present in existence
in the Dominion are insufficient to meet the require-
ments of publie health; that a systen of public
hygiene must embrace an acquaintance with vital
statistics; that the importance of that knowledge is
reco2nized elsewhere; that in countries not more
favorably situated than Canada, systems more or less
complote of vital statistics obtain, and sanitary laws

have been enforced; therefore this Association is of
opinion that it would bu within the scope and fune-
tion of the Dominion Parliament that such a compre-
hensive scheme should be introduced as would sup-
ply a much-felt want, afford to the members of the
profession throughout the Dominion and other scien-
tifi persons additional means of acquiring a more
extended knowledge of the- more prevalent diseases
in the different parts of the Dominion, and establish
comprehensive laws relating to public health." Car-
ried.

The President stated that a memorial had been
received from the Exemption Committee of the,
Toronto City Council asking the Association to

support the abolition of exemption from municil
taxation. As it was shown that the subject was on
which did not come within the objects of the Associ
tion the letter was laid on the table.

Dr. Reeve, Toronto, read an interesting paper o
"Otology or Aural Surgery," and exhibited so
instruments used in his practice.

Dr. Yeomans and Dr. Oldright declined to -rea
their papers because of the lateness of the hour.

Dr. Trenholme, Montreal, exhibited Molesworth
instruments, which were examined with much intere
by the members.

The thanks of the Association were presented
Dr. Bodder, for his conduct in the chair; to t
Toronto members of the Association for the recepti
they had given to their visitors; to the Mayor-f
the use of the Hall; to the Railway and Navigatio
Companies ; to the General Secretary, Dr. David, an
the Treasurer, Dr. Robillard.

The Association then adjourned.

Third Day's Frocecdings.

The members of the Associatiou and their frien
assembled at the Northera Railway depot, at 8 a.
where a special train was in readiness to convey the
on their trip to Lake Couchiching. On the arrival
the train at Belle Ewart, the steamer " Lady of ti
Lake " was in waiting to convey the party on a tr
round the Lake and through the Narrovs to Couc
ching. The Company went to the Hotel, where
sumptuous dinner was prepared which all seemed p
pared to do justice to. After dinner, the usual lo
toasts were drunk and responded to, and a -vote
thanks passed to the Northern Railway Company
their courtesy to the Association. While there, soi
engaged themselves in fishing, others in boating, ha
ing, &c. The Company returned home in the ev
ing, much pleased with their journey.

BIRTH.

At Port Dover, Ont., on the 4th of July, the wife
Charles Battersby, M.D., of a son.

MARRIED.

At the Olivet Baptist Church, Montreal, on the 12th Se
tember, by the Rev. John Gordon, Oliver C. Edwar
M.D., .M., te Henietta, daughter of William Muir, Esq.
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